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Dear colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present to you the International Rights Catalogue "Autumn 2012" for the Muenchner Verlagsgruppe 

GmbH with its five Imprints:
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 Investment, Trading
 Professional Business: Marketing Business: Marketing, 
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 True Crime, Lifestyle, Non-Fiction & Biography, Humor, Sport,  
 Fitness, Beauty
 Non-Fiction & Biography, Personal Development, 
 Communication, Self-Help

Highlights in this Autumn are:
FinanzBuch Verlag The simple way to prosperity by Gottfried Heller 

 The Hour of the Eagle by Markus A. Will 

 The Financial Coach for all Asset Classes by Antonio Sommese 

 The great strategy and precious metal guide by Markus Miller 

Redline Verlag Unpleasant Truths by Jan Kluge 

  It is still I who decide when you are getting overworked! 
by Michael Köppel |Henrik Pfeiffer 

 Reading Customers by Wiebke Lüth 

 Think Yourself Rich! by Ilja Grzeskowitz 

 Perfekt in Office by Sigrid Hess 

 The Guidebook for Successful Women by Cornelia Topf | Rolf Gawrich

mi Wirtschaftsbuch Green Franchinsing by Veronika Bellone|Thomas Matla 

riva Verlag Among Enemies of the State by Manuel Bauer 

 Everything about Cars by Thomas Pospiech 

 One’s inner weakness greets us every day by Hera Lind with Florian Apler 

 Fit Without Equipment by Mark Lauren (DVD) 

mvgVerlag Comeback Girl by Rola El-Halabi 

 Discover the power of language by Joachim Schaffer-Suchomel |Martina Pletsch-Betancourt 

 Elderberry pecks by Martina Gercke 

 Every dog can learn to take orders by Dirk Lenzen|Sebastian Brück 

 Pregnancy is not an illness by Prof. Dr. med. Jael Backe 
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Rights Director / International Affairs  Fax: +49-89-65 20 96
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We control world rights on all new and backlist titles and I would be happy to send you reading samples on publication.
I wish you an enjoyable browse through our catalogue!

Visit us on www.muenchner-verlagsgruppe.de, www.finanzbuchverlag.de, 
www. redline-verlag.de, www.mi-wirtschaftsbuch.de, www.rivaverlag.de and www.mvg-verlag.de
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“ A solid, widely diversified, 
international share portfolio is 
gold and clearly preferable over 
the Swiss franc or dollar”           

  Gottfried Heller, Die Welt, 24.07.2010

“ An investment in shares is risky only in 
the short term. On a long term basis, it 
beats all other investment forms.“ 

Gottfried Heller

GOTTFRIED HELLER began his successful career as an asset manager and fund’s 
manager in 1971 with the establishment of the independent asset management company 
FIDUKA in Munich – together with the stock market legend André Kostolany. Before that, 
he was a management consultant in Germany and in the USA.  As early as in 1994, he 
was one of the fi rst Germans to launch a global emerging markets fund which expanded 
outstandingly. In 2008, the Elite Report awarded him for his lifetime achievement as an 
asset manager. Today, the senior partner of the FIDUKA is a sought ast er expert in the 
press, radio and television as well as a regular columnist for Börse Online and Die Welt.

Build up a fortune 
through simple ways 
and means

Rethinking and acting, instead of keeping still and 
hoping for better times – this is the credo of investment 
expert Gottfried Heller. And who other than one who 
has been a partner of the stock market legend Kostolany 
for several decades would be better qualifi ed to make 
suggestions about what is best in terms of money 
and wealth in these uncertain times. But one thing 
is sure: without good advice, the capital amounts 
would be eaten up by infl ation, taxes and fees.
In this book, the successful and renowned portfolio 
manager Gottfried Heller has laid down what exactly 
is to be done, considered and kept in mind. It is 
primarily directed at the many private investors who 
must and want to get ahead with their saving capacity 
that may be larger or smaller. His concern is to prevent 
us from gambling or simply giving away our hard 
earned money due to incorrect saving behaviour.               

Every investor can manage to create a handsome 
capital amount himself through simple ways and 
means, says the fund manager. The principle of the 
“steady hand” – this is the name of his method – relies 
on well thought out, long term strategy instead of 
taking actions in a hasty, hectic.                                  
Heller shows exactly how diff erent the investment 
structures must turn out according to risk appetite, 
age and life situation. With it, he gives many concrete 
hints which can be easily implemented, either by the 
investor himself or an experienced advisor.                                                                                                
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Gottfried Heller
The simple way to prosperity                                                                                            
Earn more, risk less and sleep better                                                                                                                                           

256 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hard cover with dust jacket
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-701-6
Product group 1977

Over 40 years’ experience of one of 
the most successful asset managers 
in the form of a book 

By the man who was a partner of the 
legendary Kostolany for several deca-
des

Plea for a re-orientation of private 
fi nancial investment to make it secure 
and high-yielding
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Mr Heller, the title of your book is “The simple 
way to prosperity.” What is simple in it?
My investment strategy is supported by empirical 
analysis, based on sophisticated, internationally 
diversifi ed investment portfolios with a long term 
time frame. These portfolios do not require constant 
supervision or frequent regrouping. A simple test 
gives the investor evidence about his functional and 
characteristic tools and his risk appetite, on which 
the structuring of his individual portfolio depends. 
Anyone who has invested in the right asset category 
in the appropriate amounts can live free of stress, as 
the stock market and time work for him.                                                                                                          

How is the world changing?                         
We are in the middle of a new era in which the growth 
potentials and with it, the power structure in the world 
are changing radically.  The age of the industrial 
nations is coming to an end and that of the booming 
emerging nations in Asia, Latin America, Eastern 
Europe and Africa has begun.  This means that there 
are better chances for investors wherever growth takes 
place, both in the economy as well as in the population. 
The bad news: this new combination will stimulate 
additional medium term infl ation.                                                   

What consequences does this have for fi nancial 
investment?                                                  
In times of increasing infl ation, only property or 
tangible assets protect one from the loss of purchasing 
power. Income investments and life insurances 
however, do not receive any fortune below the line, 

ast er deduction of taxes and infl ation. The real worth 
of the assets shrinks. 

Which tangible assets do you recommend?
Apart from immovable and a small margin of safety 
in gold – the aspirin for investors on their bedside 
table – shares best protect from currency devaluation. 
This applies especially for values with a high dividend 
yield. Shares have the attraction that in addition to 
throwing off  dividends on capital gains, the fi xed 
interest can be increased.  In any case, investors should 
mix a good portion of shares of the emerging markets 
in their portfolio which obviously can contain 
borrowings as well. This not only assures higher long 
term capital gains, but also supplementary bonus as 
exchange rate profi ts.

But aren’t shares too risky? Particularly for 
old age provisions?                                                     
No. On a long term basis, they are not at all risky and 
for the old age provision, even a Must. Shares give 
up a higher yield as they contain a risk premium due 
to the high short term fl uctuations. In the long run, 
the decline in prices proves to be temporary episodes. 
If you look at the terrible crash of 1987 in retrospect, 
it is only a small dent in the long term perceived 
upward trend.
                                                              
 And what about life insurance, the favourite 
investment of the Germans?
For the current low rates of interest, the earnings 
which arise mainly from fi xed income investments 
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Your investment strategy 
for higher yield, lesser risk 
and calmness

INTERVIEW
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Your investment strategy 
for higher yield, lesser risk 
and calmness

are not suffi  cient ast er the exuberant costs to compensate for 
infl ation and to generate a reasonable return. The insurer 
must still bring down the measly guaranteed interest of 
the savings part of the premium by 1.75 per cent. They 
neglect the capital investment in shares; their average 
share quota is a ridiculous 3 per cent.                          

Why is your book coming out just now?
Because I want to pass on my experience as an asset 
manager which I have gathered over the past 40 years 
– and that too just now because we in Germany have 
never had such an acute investment plight as today. 
We are already in the fi st h year of a crisis which are 
banks are trying to overcome with interest rates close 
to zero per cent.  This has squeezed the incomes from 
deposits with banks, insurance companies and fi xed 
incomes to a level that does not even partially 
compensate for infl ation. The senior citizen and 
depositor must pay the price for the exorbitant 
speculations of banks and hedge funds. At the same 
time, the economic general frameworks are 
changing worldwide. This also requires diff erent 
investment behaviour. 
 



DR. MARKUS A. WILL, was born in 1963 in Ruhr and qualifi ed as a professor of Busi-
ness Administration in 2006 at the Swiss Elite University HSG in St. Gallen. He worked 
as a business journalist with the renowned Börsen-Zeitung, then as communication direc-
tor of Merrill Lynch and Deutsche Morgan Grenfell in London. Since 1998, he runs a 
management consultancy for communication management with his wife and teaches at 
the HSG University in St. Gallen as associate professor.                                                            

The new economic 
thriller by Markus A Will!   

It seems that currency specialist Hanns-Hermann 
von Hartenstein has lost: at dawn in the Hour of the 
Eagle, a secret operation gets underway and the 
trucks of the German Federal Bank distribute tones 
of Deutsche Marks among the people. After hiding 
in a fall-out shelter in the forest for decades, it is 
back again. The Euro is history in Germany. The 
Germans are celebrating their freedom. In Europe, 
a bitter currency war is at a critical stage.                                                                
The ‘Markige‘ movement headed by the “Deutsche 
Mark Party” that was rapidly gaining popularity 
had an easy job in Germany: due to their fear of the 
Euro, the Germans buried gold in gardens, bought 
and ploughed land, exchanged their money for real 

goods. The old feared for their old age, the young 
about their future. And the hated Euro should alone 
bear the blame.                           
The old parties remain terrified and stare at the 
impending monetary disaster. But what approaches 
with the ‘Hour of the Eagle’ and its almost 
incalculable consequences for Germany, is much 
more: the dramatic showdown about the future of 
Germany. And the president of the Federal Bank 
Claus Victor Dohm is carried out of his villa, dead. 
Was it a case of suicide?                                      
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Markus A. Will
The Hour of the Eagle                                   
Thriller

200 Pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-710-8
Product group 1121

Exhilarating economic thriller with 
absolutely current reference to the 
question, what would come a� er the 
Euro             

What consequences would the reint-
roduction of the Deutsche Mark have?  

Gloomy visions of the future over the 
abrupt rise of a new party                                         
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Das neue 

Buch von 

Bestsellerautor 

Markus A. Will
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THRILLER

Mr Will, you have already written two very 
successful economic thrillers, now you are 
engaged with the reintroduction of the 
Deutsche Mark – do you know more than 
us?
I observe and assess that actually a comeback of 
the Deutsche Mark is being spoken about, by some 
– I really mean it – irresponsible idiots. By some, 
not yet by many or the majority, but what would 
happen if indeed it were spoken of by many or the 
majority? I have packed this possibility in a very 
exciting crisp thriller:  on a grey Monday morning, 
trucks will roll by with tones of Deutsche Marks 
from the fallout shelter and bring their Deutsche 
Mark back to the Germans, while in Frankfurt my 
naturally fi ctitious president of the Federal Bank 
will be carried out of his Villa dead. In order to be 
not misunderstood: I regarded this as the worst 
political decision since the end of the Second World 
War. And exactly that’s why I warn with my thriller; 
as according to me, it would be the beginning of 
the end of a peaceful cohabitation in Europe. We 
need the Euro, period!

Die Süddeutsche Zeitung wrote that Bad 
Banker could be one of the most popular 
books about the fi nancial crisis. What can 
one depict better in an economic thriller 
than in a fi ction book?
Economics just happens to be my theme, similar 
to some others who write legal thrillers. It is crucial 
that economics is taught in the language of the 
common man. That I can do so, can surely be 
asserted ast er both my crime thrillers Bad Banker 
und Der Schwur von Piräus (The Oath of Piraeus). 
And if done properly, an economic thriller is at 
least as exciting as a crime thriller. One can read 
it just like any other thriller because it is so 
enthralling that one gets clammy hands while 
reading it. In  my case, people are haunted, 
information pumped out of them in beds, intrigues 
are hatched. This is more interesting than a non-
fi ction book.  My fi rst two novels were read even 
by my mother and she has nothing to do with 
economics. She found them good; she only scolded 
me about the two ladies from the oldest profession 
in the world, but they belong in a thriller and indeed 
also in the world of banking.
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What exactly does the reader expect when 
he opens Die Stunde des Adlers (The Hour 
of the Eagle) as opposed to your previous 
two books?  
14 days until the hour of the eagle – the hour of 
decision, ast er the Deutsche Mark Party has won 
the elections and the Federal Bank is brought to 
its knees. Let’s leave it at that.
 

Der Schwur von 
Piräus
500 pages

Bad Banker
740 pages



ULRICH HORSTMANN, fi rst studied business administration in Bochum, then in Trier 
with focal point fi nance and concluded with a doctoral thesis with the title Dr. rer. soc. 
oec  at the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration. Since 1989, 
Ulrich Horstmann has been working in multiple fi nancial institutions in research. The 
author can thus look back at an experience of 20 years in the fi elds of economics and cor-
porate analysis. Furthermore, he has worked closely with the media in these fi elds.                                                                                                            

Today Euro, tomorrow…?
“ The author settles scores with the flowery notions 
of naïve fiscal policy makers”

Handelsblatt

“ Whether you share Horstmann’s 
provocative views or not, the book is 
certainly worth reading   

Das Investment

With the recent “hair cut” (debt cut), Greece was rescued but only ostensibly. 
Other crisis ridden countries such as Spain or Italy can also never liberate 
themselves from their huge mountains of debt without drastic measures. 
The fi nancial markets had long recognized this and thus the situation will 
escalate dramatically in a short period of time – no matter how gigantic 
the next rescue packages will be. In his fi rst book ‘Die Währungsreform 
kommt!‘ (The Currency Reform Comes!) Ulrich Horstmann even reckoned 
that the currency reform would come only a few years later. Now it has 
become even clearer:  it will come upon us signifi cantly earlier than was 
previously expected. Therefore, investors should not hesitate and prepare 
themselves quickly for the possible consequences of this decisive action. 
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The Currency Reform 
Comes!
16,90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-654-5

Nominiert 
für die Shortlist!
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The author is a 
sought after spea-
ker at stock 
exchange days and 
trade fairs

Ulrich Horstmann
What will we pay 
with tomorrow?                                        
Why the currency reforms are coming 
earlier than you thought                                                       

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
16.99 €  

ISBN 978-3-89879-696-5
Product group 1977
Available
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What consequences must every citi-
zen expect? 

How and where everyone can get the 
right information

Detailed, profi cient view of the condi-
tion of the European currency union 
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Investments in tangible assets are an optimal 
supplement to traditional investments such as shares 
or bonds, particularly in times of fragile economic 
systems. Moreover, investing is fun. If one has made 
an investment other than in stamps, coins, wine or 
vintage cars it so happens that no abstract amount 
comes in the bank statement, but is “something to be 
experienced” and to be touched and grasped.                                                                           
 But how does one invest correctly? Are gemstones, 
rare whisky or even the high priced watches an 
individually appropriate asset category?  How high 

are the chances, but also the risks? How can I inform 
myself and which are the basic rules to be known and 
followed?                                                                                                        
Michael Brueckner has long standing experience in 
the fi eld of “Collecting and Investing” and provides 
guidance in the fi eld of tangible assets. He proves that 
hobby and good investments can complement each 
other perfectly.

MICHAEL BRUECKNER was the editor of a daily newspaper from 1980 to 1987. Sub-
sequently, he was editorial director of a fi nancial publishing house and chief editor of a 
European business magazine (till 1995). Since then, he is a freelance economic journalist, 
author, ghost writer and copyrighter. He has written numerous books on fi nance and mar-
keting topics, moreover – as a result of his personal hobby – on watches of all types. 
Michael Brückner lives and works in Mainz and in Lindau / Lake Constance. He also ope-
rates the online journal www.luxus-momente.de                                         

Invest in tangibles                                      
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Champagner,
Wein & Co.
34,90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-457-2

Watches as Capital 
Investment 
34,99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-693-4

BRIEFMARKEN

WHISKEY/WEIN MÜNZEN

GEMÄLDE
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Michael Brueckner
55 real assets that let you 
sleep well

250 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-709-2
Product group 1977

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 7 0 9 2

A one-of-a-kind overview of all tangi-
ble assets from A to Z 

The tangible asset compass for every 
wallet  

Who, where, what – all in one book

Michael Brueckner is an expert in the 
fi elds “collecting and investing.”
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ANTJE NOLTE has been advising private clients for over twenty years. She knows the 
wishes and objectives and also the fears which worry people.                      

DR. BERND NOLTE advises and trains banks, fi nancial fi rms and stock markets world-
wide on the subject fi nancial investment, fi nancing and retirement provision for over fi f-
teen years.  He supports not-for-profi t facilities for “normal people like you and me”. Bernd 
Nolte regularly writes articles and columns for economic and daily newspapers and teaches 
at renowned universities and academies.

The retirement 
provisions for 
every circumstance

“ A book that reassures. Information 
on which one can rely. Practical help 
on all important financial questions 
that affect retirement provision.“
Dr. Michael Zeiss, Chief Editor, Suedwestrundfunk

“ After the financial crisis, clients need 
one thing above all: a comprehensive 
guide about money and retirement.  
They would best be helped with the 
backpack strategy and the various 
hints.”                                                    
Thomas Renner, Chairman of the Sparda Bank 
Baden-Wuerttemberg 

In their revised and updated 5th edition, the award winning finance expert Bernd Nolte and the long standing 
private client advisor Antje Nolte strike a positive balance: the Rucksack-Strategy has proved itself in times 
of bank, economic and state crisis. Their concept has for long been put forward and recommended 
all over the world by numerous banks, investment advisors, financial institutions and 
TV channels. In the meantime, many thousand readers, seminar participants and 
viewers know why they trust this principle: they have applied this strategy with 
great success.                                                                        
The authors give many useful hints and valuable tips as to how one would 
conduct oneself in the prevailing jungle of finance and retirement products.  
With many practical examples, check lists and easy-to-understand 
explanations, they point out concrete ways in which private individuals 
and self-employed can secure their wealth and retirement provisions 
for the future.                                                                                                           
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November 2012
Antje Nolte | Bernd Nolte
Secure Investments 
in Uncertain Times                                                         
Step by step to prosperity 
in the age of the rucksack strategy                                                                                                 

320 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-708-5
Product group 1977

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 7 0 8 5

Pros and cons of the state-subsidised 
pension products - Riester and Rürup 
– to whose advantage are these con-
tracts and who is out of pocket with 
them 

Enlightening about ratings of shares, 
funds and bonds                           

New products and investment con-
cepts in the light of the banking and 
fi nance crisis  

Numerous new check lists and formu-
lae for the personal fi nancial rucksack                    
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Antonio Sommese, independent fi nance strategist and 
finance coach, has compiled the success recipe of 
selected experts in almost all areas of investments in 
his latest book.  The cumulative knowledge of funds 
managers, emerging markets’ experts and portfolio 
managers complements Antonio Sommese with his 
more than 20 years’ experience as fi nance coach.                            
                      
The fi nancial coach for all investment classes is an 
enriched solid guide with practical examples. He gives 
valuable advice on all major areas of investment – 
timeless and without any restrictions especially also 
in times of economic crisis.

Profi ting from the strategies of the 
leading investment professionals                                

Practical examples and solid success 
recipes for every investor                                 

Essential in times of crisis for indepen-
dent fi nancial planning                                          

ANTONIO SOMMESE worked in various 
banks in investment division. Since 2003, 
he advises his clients in all areas of fi nan-
cial and overseas investment as an inde-
pendent finance strategist and finance 
coach.
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Antonio Sommese
The Financial Coach for all 
Asset Classes
Hold the course in tumultuous times

180 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-715-3
Product group 1977
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The compass for your 
investment strategy

The financial coach
24,90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-566-1
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The movement “Occupy” denounced the increasing 
inequality in the worldwide distribution of income and 
assets in many countries. A fundamental failure of the 
economic system, the doctrine of the economy is 
responsible for this.

In consequence of this theory, Florian Hoffmann 
establishes that only a social capitalism can cater to 
overall prosperity. Only this has no chance to come into 
being as market economy and capitalism are ost en 
misunderstood.

To justify, Hoff mann highlights the theoretical mistakes 
from Adam Smith and Karl Marx to Friedrich von Hayek 
and Ludwig Erhard – and corrects it with fundamentally 
new fi ndings.

His new defi nitions of “money”, “market economy” and 
“capitalism” lay the foundation for a new understanding. 
Out of this, ideas for revolutions emerge almost by 
themselves, both for the reader and the “pirates”.

Thus, Occupy Economics is the motto of the new 
movements!

FLORIAN JOSEF HOFFMANN from Düs-
seldorf, jurist und economist, is considered 
to be one of the most severe critics of the 
German and European anti-trust laws. He 
established and heads the Think Tank Euro-
pean Trust Institute since the year 2008.                                

Florian Josef Hoff mann
Occupy Economics
Ideas for revolutions (and pirates)                  

120 pages | 12.5 × 18.7 cm
Hardcover
14.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-714-6
Product group 1974
Available
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Behind the facade 
of economics



MARKUS MILLER gathered experience as a graduate asset manager in the banking 
sector in Germany as well as in the internationally operating banks and consulting fi rms 
in Austria, Liechtenstein as well as in Switzerland.  He is the founder and managing part-
ner of the platform geopolitical.biz and publisher of the monthly online newsletter GEO-
POLITICAL NEWS. Since February 2007, Markus Miller is the Chief Editor of the renow-
ned economic service Kapital & Steuer (Capital & taxes). 

Investments with 
brilliant returns

Metals are still highly regarded by investors. 
Whether they are gold or silver, whether 
they are in the form of bars or as coins. 
Moreover even the so-called stra-
tegic metals such as bismuth, 
tellurium or indium form the 
basis for an effi  cient tangible 
value strategy for Markus Mil-
ler. This opens up exciting 
investment perspectives and 
excellent alternatives that are 
ost en completely unknown to 
the general public. And this book 
is written for this broad public.                                                  
The experienced asset consultant 

Markus Miller presents various investment 
models and comparative tests of diff erent 

investment methods. His knowledge 
is based on practical researches 

which are summarized here clear-
ly.                                      
He sees the greatest potential 
in the fi eld of strategic metals. 
Miller’s top recommendation 
“Insider’s tip Alpine fortress” 
is also a chapter of his book. 

This model is absolutely unique 
in its intelligent and widely diver-

sifi ed design.                                                           
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Markus Miller
The great strategy and 
precious metal guide                   
The FORT KNOX for private investors                             

240 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-702-3
Product group 1977
Available

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 7 0 2 3

Unique recommendations on one of 
the most lucrative asset classes                             

Comprehensively researched                      

Practice-oriented and suitable for 
every investor                                   
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Recognising fear as the disturbance and 
loss factor for traders and learning to 
overcome it

In accordance with the latest fi ndings of 
neuroscience

The biggest enemy of 
the traders is fear

Those who are scared, lose. And in the world of trading, 
it means cash. This book looks ubiquitously at this subject. 
The finance psychologist, mental trainer and trader 
Norman Welz explains what fear does in trading routine. 
Welz accompanies the reader in his development as a 
trader and highlights many practical solution possibilities 
as to how one can get fear and stress under control, 
remains balanced and learn to concentrate. So that stock 
market success is no coincidence of a positive or negative 
prevailing mood or personal disposition.      
                                                                                                                              
This standard work contains an extensive overview of 
the psychology of trading. The classical evolution biology 
also fi nds applications in behavioural fi nance, personality 
research and the latest fi ndings of neuroscience and 
anxiety research.                                           

NORMAN WELZ is a journalist, psycholo-
gist and also active as a mental trainer as 
well as fi nancial psychologist for Godmode 
Trader. Welz is a specialist in the fi eld of 
fi nance psychology and trades himself for 
over 30 years. Besides, he is an active trader 
in day-trading.

Norman Welz 
Trading psychology - 
this is how professionals 
think and trade                                                                                    
Top performance 
with mental training                       

220 pages | 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Hardcover
34.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-700-9
Product group 1977
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ETFs – gefragt und 
sicher

Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are becoming increasingly 
preferred by investors. They were originally conceived 
as variants of index funds and were mainly interesting 
for institutional investors. Meanwhile, a large part of 
the ETFs are being traded like shares on the exchanges. 
Thus this investment form is becoming increasingly 
more attractive for private investors too. They are 
fundamentally suitable for every investor. They enable 
wide market coverage and belong to every portfolio on 
account of their low fees.          
                                                                                                                          
Investment expert Heinrich Eibl shows in his new book 
how it’s not just market professionals but also private 
investors who can profi t from ETFs.

Basic knowledge for private investors

Markets, investor strategies and provi-
ders

Successful investment form with easily 
understandable risk for every portfolio

HEINRICH EIBL is the chief editor of the 
online publication Portfolio Journal. In addi-
tion, he is also responsible for the content 
of the climate change and REIT pages of the 
BorseCo GmbH. He uses his profound know-
how of derivative investment products, 
funds, raw materials and asset and security 
management to advice sophisticated priva-
te clients, and most recently worked as Seni-
or Manager of the DAB Bank.                                                                                                                                    

Heinrich Eibl
Earn More Money with ETFs
Simple, quick, secure                 

250 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-707-8
Product group 1977



Robert Grözinger
Jesus, the Capitalist
The catholic heart of the market economy

Karel Beckman | Frank Karsten
If Democracy Crashes
Why does the democratic principle lead us 
to a dead end?

FBV LICHTSCHLAG
EDITION

Edition Lichtschlag:
How, wherefore, why 
A foreword by the publisher

Ownership – this is the key to freedom. Because people 
diff er in their perception of happiness. Firstly, anyone 
can do what he feels is right with his property. The crowd’s 
collectivist and totalitarian ideologies, however is a 
number, interchangeable and commonplace. He must 
request others for permission. And thereby, he becomes 
cowardly and hypocritical.      

The bygone 20th century was the epic of socialism in all 
its colours. Social democracy, communism, National 
Socialism and neo-socialism destroyed prosperity, 
diversity, justice, morality, culture and life.       

The Edition Lichtschlag is the harbinger of a new epic. On 
the basis of the bourgeois ideas of the 18th and 19th century, 
our authors build thought-fortresses of the forthcoming 
order of ownership and freedom in the 21st century 

For the cohabitation of people, there are only two ways: 
war or freedom, gun or agreement, censorship or free 
speech, socialism or ownership, politics or commerce. 
In the Lichtschlag edition, volition, agreements, free 
speech, ownership and commerce are fought for, while 
the others do not overcome the totalitarian temptation.                                   
The Lichtschlag edition is different. Lichtschlag   – 
nothing is more powerful than ideas, whose time has 
come!!

André Lichtschlag

26 EDITION LICHTSCHLAG
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The new series

Interview

Mr Lichtschlag, you are the publisher of the 
magazine Eigentümlich frei and shortly starting 
with the series »Edition Lichtschlag« on fi nance 
book publishing – what does the reader who has 
a space at home for a new edition expect?
Ideas he has not yet read are waiting for him. But perhaps 
every publisher says that. Therefore, I would rather say 
here what I expect from the readers: courage!

The series begins with Jesus, the Capitalist and 
If Democracy Crashes. Why should one have 
already read these titles?
Many Christians, mostly even non-Christians regard Jesus 
as the fi rst or best god man who has taken everyone to 
the pinnacle, and what today’s “Political Correctness” 
holds to be ‘nice’. And so Jesus appears, among other 
things as a former anti-capitalist, virtually as a precursor 
to the lest -winger, Attack and Occupy. Actually – as per 
the thesis of the author Robert Grözinger – Jesus was a 
determined capitalist! And what does the second title 
pertain to:  our western democracies, as we hear 
everywhere, are stuck in crisis. Excess indebtedness, 
incrustation, bureaucracy, disenchantment with politics 
– all these are recognised as problems.  The misery should 
then be solved through democracy. This is because 
democracy is considered as unchallengeable and almost 
sacred. Both our authors Frank Karsten and Karel Beckman 
do not adhere to these taboos and question, whether 

these problems could arise not despite, but rather because 
of the democratic form of government. Their answers 
will shake many and much.

One hears very o� en that many people have the 
feeling that mass media conceal important facts 
known to them. How does one control this as a 
publisher and editor?
Through intellectual freedom or open mindedness. And 
then through doings, also according to “counter publicity”. 
Perhaps even with a monthly magazine like Eigentümlich 
frei. Or profoundly in book form by means of »Edition 
Lichtschlag«. Even in all problems, one should never lose 
humour along the lines: To the right just now!                              

FBV LICHTSCHLAG
EDITION
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Christianity 
and Capitalism

The writings of the old as well as the new Testaments 
almost provide behaviour patterns that represent the 
indispensable framework of capitalism: the regard for 
private ownership, the compliance with agreements, 
the equality of all before law and an extreme distrust 
towards the State.     
                                            
Robert Grözinger argues that social welfare state and 
environmentalism are an expression of the power 
religion standing against and opposing Christianity. 
They can eff ectively be fought only if their religious 
aspect is not ignored. 

Why Christianity and capitalism are 
absolutely compatible

The theological basis of free market 
economy and capitalist economic sys-
tem

Why rationality and belief are the best 
requirements for increasing prosperity

ROBERT GRÖZINGER, economics gradu-
ate, works as a professor of economics, free-
lance journalist and translator in England. 
He is author of the book “Who is Ron Paul?” 
“The Candidate from the Internet” and 
authored numerous articles in the magazi-
ne Eigentümlich frei since 2001. 

Robert Grözinger
Jesus, the Capitalist
The Catholic heart 
of the market economy              

192 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
Sost  cover
16.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-711-5
Product group 1974

FBV LICHTSCHLAG
EDITION
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Karl Pilny, Gerard Reid 
The Great Energy Game
29.99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-639-2
World rights (except Arabic 
language) available.
1st edition 2011

Detlef Wormstall 
Every Trader Neeks a 
Plan

29.99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-499-2
World rights available.
1st edition 2011

Norman Schwarze
Investing in Gold

14.90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-429-9
World rights available.
2nd edition 2011

Norman Schwarze
Investing in Gold
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Stefan Risse 
Infl ation ahead
19.90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-504-3
Wold rights (except simplifi ed 
Chinese) available.
6th edition 2011

Stefan Risse Rolf Morrien, Janne Joerg Kipp 
State Bankrupty 
Will Come!
29.95 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-600-2
World rights (except simplifi ed 
Chinese) available.
1st edition 2011
1st edition 2011

Rolf Morrien, Janne Joerg Kipp

Daniel D. Eckert 
World War of the 
Currencies
49.95 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-5951
World Rights (except Korean, 
simplifi ed Chinese and 
Czech) available.
5th edition 2012

Daniel D. Eckert
World War of the 

Guenther Hannich
The forthcoming Euro 
catastrophe

19.95 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-509-8
World Rights (except Serbi-
an and simplifi ed Chinese) 
available
3rd edition 2010

Guenther Hannich
The forthcoming Euro 
catastrophe
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Dimitri Speck 
The Secret gold Policy
24.90 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-514-2
World rights (except simplifi ed  
Chinese) available.
2nd edition 2010

Mikael Hendrik von 
Nauckhoff  
Strategic Metals and 
Rare Earths
19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-647-7
World Rights (except Eng-
lish and Arabic language) 
available.
2nd edition 2011

Engst, Morrien
Stock exchange easily 
comprehensible
19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-630-9







34 POLITICS AND ECONOMY

JAN KLUGE (36) studied political science and psychology in Munich. A� er his studies, 
he worked for four years as a management consultant. Presently he free lances for 
various newspaper publications and TV-channels. 

Every day we are being bombarded with information 
from all over, on all channels. So are we also well and 
correctly informed? Not at all. As per the statistics this 
holds true for the media as well. When speaking of facts, 
there is shrewd silence, omission, distortion, glossing 
over, fi ltration and evaluation.  The only truth is the 
uncomfortable feeling that we are being fobbed off  with 
half–truths, and are being deprived of the nitty- gritties. 
And this clearly goes unseen or is just le�  unsaid. 
Jan Kluge has compiled a long list of amazing facts 

about politics, economy and society that have been hap-
pily withheld and concealed from us.  Or did you alrea-
dy know that… 

The book is the ultimate and long-awaited fact 
checker-- informative and entertaining!

How we are being 
duped by politics 
and the economy

(36) studied political science and psychology in Munich. A� er his studies, 

Jan Kluge has compiled a long list of amazing facts 
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Jan Kluge
Unpleasant Truths
What politics, the economy and 
media don’t tell us

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
14.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86881-350-0
Product group  1973

Uncomfortable facts that are conce-
aled from us

The ultimate fact checker and smor-
gasbord of truth

For all those who always had the fee-
ling that they were only being told 
half-truths

The same target audience and reader-
ship as for Deutschland schaff t sich ab.



Compelling Boss-logic
“I did not say it was your fault. I said I will hold 
you responsible for it”

Freedom from the Boss’s perspective
“In this organisation everyone can do as I please”

“I did not say it was your fault. I said I will hold 

Freedom from the Boss’s perspective
“In this organisation everyone can do as I please”

36 POLITICS AND ECONOMY

MICHAEL KOEPPELKöppel studied political science, history and economics at 
Augsburg. For four years he was employed as a reporter and author for the youth pro-
gramme “on3” with Bavarian Radio. Currently he lives in Munich and works there as a 
freelance writer and TV producer. 

HENRIK PFEIFFER studied psychology and started his independent business as an 
advertising copywriter and online editor. Since 2006 he lives in Munich and works as a 
freelance journalist, copywriter and author for several magazines and online media (Neon, 
Nido, SZ Magazine, etc.) in addition to working as a musician and producer for artists and 
advertisers.

Even in the time of employee development and staff  
appraisals, they still exist – genuinely bossy bosses. 
Instead of relaxed laisse - faire, a defi nitive let-it-be, in 
place of a casual fraternising, they believe in a blow 
below the belt once in a while as well. In a nut shell: 
they think that domineering management is always 
more eff ective than the ‘wimpy’ sort. In this book you 
will fi nd the brashest remarks and the most pointed 
messages that would turn even Stromberg green with 
envy. True to the motto: he, who laughs, still has reser-
ves. This book can be recommended to those who need 

suggestions for their leadership role, those looking for 
comments for daily offi  ce life, to bring to life dead mee-
tings or those who simply want to know what ‘real’ 
bosses actually think like. 

This humorous book is the boss-bible for seni-
or management and especially for all who aspi-
re to get there. Ultimately nothing motivates 
better than a well-timed pithy remark.

“I might as well have 
hired an indoor plant 
instead of you”
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September 2012September 2012

Michael Koeppel | Henrik Pfeiff er
It is still I who decide when 
you are getting overworked!
The best boss aphorisms

140 pages | 12.5 × 18.5 cm
So�  cover
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-352-4
Product group  2185

The ultimate book for bosses and all 
those who want to be the boss

Humour for daily work

The snappiest remarks and best 
boss-wisdom

The same target audience as the 
Spiegel-bestseller ‘Wer lacht, hat 
noch Reserven” (he who laughs, still 
has reserves)
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Martin Limbeck 
So far, he has bought nothing
978-3-86881-288-6 
19,99 €  

Sell in an instant – get to 
know what the customer 
wants in just three seconds

Not all customers are the same: while one blindly 
trusts the seller, the other gets engrossed in the fi ne 
print. A� er getting all the details the latter will still 
want to know if the second hand car is roadworthy.  
How can sales people recognise the idiosyncrasies of 
each customer in order to close a sale in a target-
oriented manner?  Very simple, says Wiebke Lüth: 
those who hone their perception skills come to know 
within seconds, what makes the person standing in 
front of them tick – and what the customer needs, to 
be able to make a decision. 

Through this book, the face communication expert 
shares the key to understanding people, the thought 
process and decision-making structure. The author 
shows us in three steps, how we can recognise key 
characteristics from faces. Numerous tips, practical 
examples, the dos and don’ts of sales situations and 
practical summaries make this guidebook compact, 
eff ective and immediately ready-to-use for everyone. 

WIEBKE LÜTH is one of the few women, who have reached the pinnacle of the global 
team of trainers. She is the only NLP- master – trainer in Germany, business head of one of 
the biggest NLP institutes in Europe and has perfected face communication methods over 
many years. She worked with renowned large enterprises, including SAP and BASF. Wiebke 
Lüth belongs to the best hundred fencers of the world and has had numerous victories and 
fi nal placements in German and international tourneys.

Martin Limbeck 
So far, he has bought nothing
978-3-86881-288-6 
19,99 €  

Over 30,000 

copies sold

Platz 1
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Assess customers by their facial fea-
tures

Derive the right sales strategy with 
lightning speed

Compulsory reading for sales people – 
step by step and practically relevant

Wiebke Lüth
Reading Customers
How you can know, in three seconds,  
what makes the person facing you tick 

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
16.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-345-6
Product group 1481
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ILJA GRZESKOWITZ is a speaker, author and passionate hypnotist. He was a consul-
tant with a start-up enterprise, interpreter for a Texan construction company, business plan 
writer and bar keeper before he became managing director in the retail sector  (amongst 
others, with Karstadt, Wertheim, IKEA) and headed 12 midsize department stores.  In 2008 
Ilja Grzeskowitz le�  the rat-race and turned his calling into his profession. Shortly there-
a� er, he founded his own company in Berlin, Wege Academy, with his friend and colleague 
Axel Wehner.

From inner to outer 
wealth
Those who hope to fi nd a quick fi x for wealth should 
opt for programs that ensure the buyer that they can 
“earn a fortune sitting on your couch” or “become a 
millionaire without wasting time”.  However, those 
who have understood that nothing in life is for free 
and that to get wealth one has to do something, this 
book is just right. The “think (yourself to be) rich” 
programme, that Ilja Grzeskowitz describes, is sim-
ple and yet successful. And it requires no investment 
tips to achieve the desired eff ect. On the contrary: it 
is purely mental strategies and self-hypnosis tools 

that train our attitudes and enhance the quality of 
our life, health and relationships. Those who follow 
the “think-rich” training method will ultimately feel 
“monetarily positive”. In short: one must make the 
inner decision to really want to be wealthy. The rest 
is then an exciting path that will lead you heights 
you never dared dream could be possible.
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Ilja Grzeskowitz
Think Yourself Rich!
Wealth is a question of attitude
190 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm

So�  cover
14.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-347-0
Product group  1496
Available

Gain more wealth with mental 
strategies and self-hypnosis

Simply implement the ‘Think yourself 
rich’ model
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Understand

GaugeStrengthen

Apply

JAMES REEDis the chairman of REED, a personnel placement company. REED is the 
number one recruiting website in Great Britain and is one of the largest placement agen-
cies in Europe. Together with Paul G. Stoltz he has developed the leading model, theore-
tical and practical, to gauge and strengthen a successful attitude.

PAUL G. STOLTZIS one of the global leading experts for assessing and strengthening 
human endurance. In 1987 the renowned author founded Institut PEAK Learning, a glo-
bal research and consultancy fi rm for top management. He has been honoured as one of 
the ten most infl uential thinkers by HR Magazine, amongst others. 

Build a career with the 
right mind set

The formula for your career

©
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With the right mind set one can get the job that one 
really wants, three times faster than without it- and 
retain it too. Because it is o� en not the qualifi cations 
that are crucial; rather it is the right attitude that 
leads to a meteoric career. In a global research, the 
two leading career experts James Reed and Paul G. 
Stoltz have worked out the specifi c mental traits that 
impress the employer and are ultimately responsib-
le for success at work. Their success formula, the “3G 

mind set” , helps to optimise the job prospects for 
every profession (Global), develop a strong moral 
compass (Good), and teaches endurance and attitude 
to withstand adversity as well (Grit). 

Their practical book helps job-seekers, as well as those 
employed, to get a suitable job, plan their career and 
survive in professional life – with the formula for 
success. 
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James Reed | Paul G. Stoltz
How you can be successful in 
every profession
The success formula that you really 
need for your career

220 pages | 16.8 × 22.0 cm
So�  cover
17.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86881-343-2
Product group  1497

For a systematic career planBe convincing at your job with the 
right attitude

October 2012
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Better time manage-
ment with effi  cient 
organization

Without the right work processes every offi  ce lags behind 
in realising its full potential. Whether for administration, 
assistance or management, Perfect in Offi  ce shows how 
an offi  ce can be transformed into a powerful department. 
The completely revised bestseller gives many examples 
of how organisational routines are developed, for examp-
le for in-coming mail, processing and fi ling, and how an 
electronic time scheduling and online services complete 
and improve the processes. Not only is an optimally orga-
nised offi  ce a prerequisite for the success of all companies, 
it also saves one of the most limited resources – time. 
Sigrid Hess presents the best tools and processes with 
which offi  ce work gets done quickly and fl awlessly. 

Step by step towards an effi  cient offi  ce

The most successful best seller on the 
subject of offi  ce management

Completely updated and updated 4th 
edition

SIGRID HESS is a highly experienced trai-
ner for EDP (Electronic Data Processing) 
and offi  ce organisation. Optimising of pro-
cesses in offi  ces is her aim – from major 
concepts down to daily PC practices. A� er 
working for a year as an engineer in the 
pharmaceutical industry Sigrid Hess swit-
ched over to free-lancing. Since 1999 she 
works as a trainer for EDP and offi  ce skills.

Sigrid Hess
Perfekt in Offi  ce
Offi  ce organisation for professionals 

220 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-355-5
Product group  1497
Available
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The Top 100 Think Tanks

180 pages | 21.0 × 28.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 €  

ISBN 978-3-86881-346-3
Product group  1975
Available
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The 100 most 
innovative companies 
of Germany

Innovation is a guarantor of a sustainable economy – and 
mid-sized companies deliver this consistently and relia-
bly. Bench-marker Compamedia and Editor Ranga Yogesh-
war compare, award and profi le the most innovative mid-
sized think-tanks of the year 2012. Bestseller author 
Hermann Simon (amongst others of the book Hidden 
Champions) further describes the six most important 
trends of our economy and warns against a short-sighted 
trend-based research. VDI Director Willi Fuchs advocates 
qualitative growth without an increase in resource utili-
sation. Günter Greßler and Stephan Rahn take a look behind 
the scenes of 3M and explain where all its ideas come 
from. Publicist and philosopher Dr Ludwig Hasler high-
lights the concepts of innovation in a turbulent world. 

The creative hub of our economy- the 
medium sized enterprises

The most innovative companies of 
2012

Company profi les and best-practice 
innovation

RANGA YOGESHWAR is one of the leading 
science journalists of Germany. A physics 
graduate, he worked at the Swiss Institute 
for Nuclear Research (SIN), at CERN and at 
the research centre Jülich. At WDR he hea-
ded the scientifi c aff airs programme group 
for several years. He has been o� en honou-
red as moderator of many television shows 
(Quarks & Co’, “Wissen vor 8” (Knowledge 
before 8), “Show der Naturwunder” – (Show 
of natural wonders)).

Innovation is a guarantor of a sustainable economy – and 
mid-sized companies deliver this consistently and relia-
bly. Bench-marker Compamedia and Editor Ranga Yogesh-
war compare, award and profi le the most innovative mid-
sized think-tanks of the year 2012. Bestseller author 
Hermann Simon (amongst others of the book Hidden 
Champions) further describes the six most important 
trends of our economy and warns against a short-sighted 
trend-based research. VDI Director Willi Fuchs advocates 
qualitative growth without an increase in resource utili-
sation. Günter Greßler and Stephan Rahn take a look behind 
the scenes of 3M and explain where all its ideas come 
from. Publicist and philosopher Dr Ludwig Hasler high-
lights the concepts of innovation in a turbulent world. 

The creative hub of our economy- the 
medium sized enterprises

The most innovative companies of 
2012

Company profi les and best-practice 
innovation



NORBERT BUENING has been working for nearly 20 years with Accenture, one of the 
leading management consultancy companies worldwide. Currently as global business 
head he is responsible for the area of “Learning and Collaboration”. The learn – and – 
change expert is continually taking part in studies and publishing, is a sought a� er inter-
viewee and speaker. In the fall of 2012 he founded his own company, which specialises 
in innovative support for learning, educational and change processes. 

New methods of 
workplace learning

Being able to learn faster and better than ones’ busi-
ness rivals provides a key competitive advantage in 
an increasingly globalising world.  Yet, in day to day 
business, the incantations of life-long learning, know-
ledge transfer, skill management, organisational wis-
dom or change are turned into just empty catch phra-
ses. Employees and management confront workplace 
learning all too o� en with internal resistance or even 
sarcasm. 

Norbert Buening fi rstly enumerates the most impor-
tant myths of workplace learning processes and con-
trasts them with the reality. He shows that only the 

use of the newest methods f learning styles, learning 
methods and learning technologies, leads to the suc-
cess of workplace learning. 

His Lern-Exzellenz-Ansatz [Learn-Excellence-
Approach] (LEA) with a module - like structure helps, 
on the basis of fi ve factors, to critically review, and 
sustainably improve, the hypotheses, strategies and 
tools, with a view towards further training, learning 
and changes – for instance with the ideas of the per-
son conveying the learning, with customised, viral 
or disruptive learning. 
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Norbert Buening
Workplace Learning
Myths – Concepts – New methods

240 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
24.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86881-356-2
Product group  1497
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The most common myths, the most 
important learning types and the 
newest learning methods and techno-
logies 

Fit for the future: innovative concepts 
for workplace learning

More corporate success with the 
Learn – Excellence – Approach
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Finding more balance 
in professional life

For many people Monday morning means another long 
and barely surmountable week.  The alarming increase 
in burnout and depression amongst working people shows 
that jam-packed work days are an increasingly common 
problem of today’s world.  But it doesn’t have to half as 
bad say Klaus Merg und Thorsten Knödler. They show 
how one can in practice have a career without stomach 
ulcers. In an entertaining way they provide valuable practi-
cal tips for self-motivation, getting the right attitude and 
stress – free interaction with the boss and colleagues. The 
inspirational guide to counter information overload and 
constant stress ensures survival in ones’ professional life 
with more balance and satisfaction. 

The guide to a calm workday

Burn out prophylaxis and stress pre-
vention

Updated and enlarged 3rd edition

KLAUS MERG, sbusiness head of Merg & 
More since 1995, brings his experiences as 
employee and management trainer into this 
book. 

DR. TORSTEN KNOEDLER was fi nancial 
editor with the daily newspaper DIE WELT 
and now works in publication management.

Thorsten Knoedler | Klaus Merg
Surviving Your Job
Achieve a working day without stress 
and burnout 
280 pages | 16.8 × 22.0 cm

So�  cover
17.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86881-353-1
Product group  1481
Available
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Cornelia Topf | Rolf Gawrich
The Guidebook for 
Successful Women

300 pages | 16.8 × 22.0 cm
So�  cover
17.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-354-8
Product group  1497
Available
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Everything that a 
woman needs for her 
career

Even today the top positions in corporates are rarely get 
voluntarily off ered to women. It’s not that they lack com-
petence or perseverance -what women unfortunately do 
miss is a strategic and consistent plan for their career 
advancement. 

With success trainer Cornelia Topf’s tools and career stra-
tegy, the aspiration for the boss’s seat can fi nally become 
reality. Through her book, women learn to systematically 
build their own strengths, avoid typical female faux pas 
– and develop leadership qualities which are atleast at 
par with those of men. Moreover, the book shows how a 
woman can extricate  herself from emergencies and stress-
ful situations and what she must bear in mind once she 
has managed to get right to the top- and wants to stay 
there. 

The classic amongst career guides

The best career strategies for women

Updated and expanded 6th edition

DR. CORNELIA TOPF is a success trainer 
and coach as well as business head at the 
management consulting fi rm Metatalk in 
Augsburg: www.metatalk-training.de

DR. ROLF GAWRICH is a trainer and con-
sulter as well as business head at the 
management consulting fi rm Translimes 
in Bonn.



EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW50

Concise business knowledge 
for beginners and professionals
The series “Everything you need to know” off ers an 
overview of the fundamental areas of the economy. 
Whether it is basic knowledge of business manage-
ment, elementary sales skills or principles of accoun-
ting: with these books one can get the necessary 
expertise, quickly and easily. 

Proven and updated, these books allow an uncompli-
cated entry into corporate practice. Competent authors 
provide the necessary expertise to perform in day to 
day work life – by professionals for professionals. 

The compact text book for a quick 
overview 

Business books for the professional 

Andreas Preissner
Marketing
Analyse markets Convince customers
Increase turnovers

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-357-9
Product group  1785
Available
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ANDREAS PREISSNER is a free-lance author, speaker, lecturer 
and consultant. He worked previously in international product 
management with Braun AG. 



MONIKA HAUNERDINGER, a business administration gradua-
te, works as a consultant and trainer.

HANS�JUERGEN PROBST, a business administration and com-
merce graduate, has worked as managing director and head of 
an international corporate controlling fi rm. Since 1995 he is 
free lancing as business consultant and seminar-leader. The 
author is also a lecturer for Controlling at the Munich Fach-
hochschule (technical university)  

Monika Haunerdinger
Hans-Juergen Probst
Business Administration
The most important tools and 
methods of corporate management

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-359-3
Product group  1783
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August 2012

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW 51

Monika Haunerdinger
Hans-Juergen Probst
Project Management
Successfully plan, manage 
and complete projects

256 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
19.99 € (D) | 20.60 € (A) 

ISBN 978-3-86881-360-9
Product group  1784
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July 2012

The revised and updated “Made Easy” 
series
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Martin Limbeck
They ain't bought 
nothing yet

19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-288-6
World rights (except Czech, Hungarian, 
Slovene) available.
5th edition 2011

Edgar K. Geff roy
The only one that disturbs, 
is the digital customer

19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-297-8
World rights available.
2nd edition 2011

Martin Limbeck

Simone Janson
Nude in the net

16.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-313-5
World rights available.
1st edition 2011

Stefan F. Gross
Relationship intelligence 

19.95 €
ISBN 978-3-636-01551-8
World Rights (except Czech) available.
First Edition translated into:
Romanian, Korean, Italy, Czech, Polish, Slovene, 
simplifi ed Chinese and Russian 
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Simone Janson
The 110% Lie

17.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-027-1
World rights (except Netherlands, 
Arabic language and Czech) available.
1st edition 2009

Simone Janson Frank M. Scheelen
Know yourself, know 
your customer

29.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-308-1
World rights available. First edition translated into: 
Italian, Hungarian, English, Polish, French, Japane-
se, Chinese, Russian, Slovene.
6th edition 2011

Klaus Schuster
The cheeky bird catches 
the worm

14.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-272-5
World rights (except Slovenia) available.
2nd edition 2011

Guenter F. Gross
Win at work and 
at home

20.00 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-034-9
World Rights available. First Edition translated 
into: Japanese, Czech, simplifi ed Chinese, Polish, 
French, Russian, Italy, English, Portuguese and 
Spanish. 20th updated version 2009

Guenter F. Gross
Win at work and 
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Michael Moesslang
This is how Hitchcock 
would present

17.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86881-298-5
World rights available.
2nd edition 2011

Michael Moesslang
This is how Hitchcock 

Bloching | Luck | Ramge
In Data we trust 

24.99 €
978-3-86881-319-7
World Rights without 
English available.

Hermann H. Wala
My Brand

24.99 €
978-3-86881-305-0
World Rights available.

Klaus Schuster 
Totally fed up?

16.99 €
978-3-86881-327-2
World Rights except Slovene.
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Gerd Kulhavy | Susanne Petz
Secrets of Top Candidates 

24.99 € 
978-3-86881-337-1
World Rights available.

Simone Janson 
10 Steps to successful 
entrepreneuship

17.99 €
978-3-86881-301-2
World Rights available.

Peter Fischer
The New Boss  

38.00 € 
978-3-636-01438-2
World Rights (except English, Korean, Czech, Hunga-
ry, Latvian, Arabic, Spanish Mexico and Greeck) 
First edition sold to Russian and Spanish 

Marion Klimmer
Tips on Self-Coaching from 
Top Performers 

24.99 € 
978-3-86881-324-1
World Rights available.
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Environmental 
affi  liates

Commercial enterprises are often typically traditional, 
but the times are changing fast. The consumers, as 
well as B2B markets, are demanding sustainable and 
socially responsible commerce. Franchise businesses 
can adopt these values quickly and systematically 
replicate them. In this way they will become the dri-
vers of the sustainability movement. Veronika Bello-
ne and Thomas Matla present a green thread to sus-
tainable growth with a look behind the scenes. 

How sustainability innovators are 
changing franchising

Which are the economical, ecological 
and social aspects that matter

How green systems are evolving

PROF. VERONIKA BELLONE is managing 
director at Bellone Franchise Consulting, 
in Zug (Switzerland). She has been working 
in franchising since 1986, and companies 
such as Fleurop, Mövenpick and Sara Lee 
belong to her list of clients.

THOMAS MATLA iis the brand and fran-
chise consultant for sustainable business. 
He is a partner at Bellone Franchise Con-
sulting at Zug and at Greenfranchise Lab 
at Berlin.

Veronika Bellone | Thomas Matla
Green Franchising

300 pages |17.3 × 24.5 cm
Hardcover
39.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86880-137-8
Product group  1783

MI�WIRTSCHAFTSBUCH/MANAGEMENT58

October 2012
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Andreas Haderlein
Bricks and Clicks
The future of stationary retail stores

350 pages  |17.3 × 24.5 cm
Hardcover
39.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86880-138-5
Product group  1975

MI�WIRTSCHAFTSBUCH/MANAGEMENT 59

November 2012

The future of retail

E-commerce is booming. Does it mean the death knell 
for the stationary retail stores? The answer is as sim-
ple as it is painful: yes. For, the “real” stores may soon 
be shutting their doors, if they do not adapt to the 
smartphone toting clientele as well as to new marketing 
concepts. Multi-channel strategies are as much a part 
of it, as is the positioning as employers in keeping with 
the times. 

However this book by innovation consultant Andreas 
Haderlein is no swansong for “Brick and Mortar” tan-
gible stores in the pedestrian zone. Rather the author 
provides important stimuli and refreshing ideas for 
them to survive successfully in the market and develop 
unique selling propositions.  

ANDREAS HADERLEIN,  b. 1973 is a business publicist and 
owner of the innovation consultancy firm SALES DESIGN 
(www.sales-design.de). From 2002 to 2011 he worked at the 
renowned Zukun� sinstitut (Future Insitute)

E-commerce is booming. Does it mean the death knell 
for the stationary retail stores? The answer is as sim-
ple as it is painful: yes. For, the “real” stores may soon 
be shutting their doors, if they do not adapt to the 
smartphone toting clientele as well as to new marketing 
concepts. Multi-channel strategies are as much a part 
of it, as is the positioning as employers in keeping with 
the times. 

However this book by innovation consultant Andreas 
Haderlein is no swansong for “Brick and Mortar” tan-
gible stores in the pedestrian zone. Rather the author 
provides important stimuli and refreshing ideas for 
them to survive successfully in the market and develop 
unique selling propositions.  

The shi�  towards digital shopping

Future trends

The fi rst comprehensive study on the 
subject of retail
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Nicole Gaiziunas 
Development in Supply 
Chain Management 
(English Edition)

49.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-029-5
World rights (except English for 
the Indian subcontinent and Arabic 
Language) 

Nicole Gaiziunas 
Development in Supply 

Stephan Scholtissek 
Innovation Excellence
(original English edition)

39.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-124-8
World rights (except simplifi ed 
Chinese and Portuguese) 
available.
2nd edition 2011

Stephan Scholtissek
Innovation Excellence

Michael Birkenbihl 
Train the Trainer

49.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-125-5
World rights (except Spanish 
and Arabic) available.
20th edition 2011



BACKLIST 61

Veronika Bellone, 
Thomas Matla 
Praxisbuch Franchising

79.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-119-4
World rights (except Arabic 
language) available.
1st edition 2010

Veronika Bellone, 
Thomas Matla Christian Belz, Markus Muellner, 

Dirk Zupancic 
Excellence in Key Account 
Management

49,95 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-112-5
World Rights (except English for the 
Indian subcontinent) available.
2nd updated and revised edition 2011

Christian Belz, Markus Muellner, 

Christian Mikunda
The forbidden place or: the enac-
ted enticement

36.00 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-131-6
World rights (except Korea) available.
1st edition 2011

2nd updated and revised edition 2011



BACKLIST62

Wenzel | Langwieser | Dziemba
How we will be living tomorrow 

34.99 € 
978-3-86880-134-7 
World Rights available.

Ansgar Mayer
The App-Economy

49.99 € 
978-3-86880-133-0 
World Rights available.
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Wolfram Fuchs 
Moderative Leadership  

34.99 € 
978-3-86880-132-3
World Rights available.

Nicole Gaiziunas
Managers Moving Mountains 

49.99 € 
978-3-86880-123-1
World Rights available.
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Did you know that male fruit fl ies get drunk on alcohol 
when they don’t get sex? That a choir boy is considered 
a ‘mutant’ when his voice breaks? That a full moon 
is nine times as bright as a half-moon? That the 
Russian counterpart of the placeholder name Max 
Mustermann is Iwan Iwanowitsch Iwanov? Or that 
the steam from a cup of coff ee contains the same 
amount of antioxidants as three oranges? 

These and more unbelievable, exciting and bizarre 
facts from all spheres of life can be found in this book. 
They have been compiled on the big Facebook page 
“Useless Information” which enthrals thousands of 
fans every day

The sequel to 
the bestseller
In his will, J. R. R. Tolkien stipu-
lated that the film rights for 
Lord of the Rings may not be 
sold to the Disney Group of 
Companies.

A bee produces only 1.5 tea 

spoons of honey in its life.       

The surface area of a grown 

man is equal to approximately 

28 standard A4 sheets of paper.

A� er consuming the miracle 

berry (Synsepalum dulcifi cum) 

everything tastes sweet, even 

lemons and chilies.                        

8,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-201-3

100,000 
copies sold 
in just 4 months

Reach
40 000 000
Visitors per week
 [on average] 1 300 000

With its own Face book page
facebook.com/unnutzeswissen

Top-10-Bestseller
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With a big 
social-media 
campaign

Big series by

i
With a big 
social-media 
campaign

Big series by

November 2012
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November 2012November 2012

Pulp media
You can’t hum while holding 
your nose closed
The new dose of useless information

200 pages| 12.5 x 18.7 cm
So�  cover
8.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-244-0
Product group 2185

The sequel to the Spiegel-bestseller 
„Nutella hat Lichtschutzfaktor 9.7“ 
(Nutella has a sun protection factor of 
9.7)

Huge fan base on Facebook 

There can never be enough useless 
information                                   

Initial 

print run 

of 50,000 

copies
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CHRISTIAN STRZODA, born 1974, has been providing approximately 2000 hours of 
rescue services per year for nearly 20 years in an area where such operations have rapid-
ly increased in the last few years. Apart from this he worked many years in a German res-
cue coordination centre and knows about this side of the rescue operations too.

Stories written by life. Or even by death. A paramedic 
experienced them all. Sometimes they are strange 
and funny, sometimes tragic and grim. But they have 
one thing in common: They really happened. Paramedic 
Christian Strzoda takes us along on his job and gives 
us an insight into the daily life of a paramedic which 
encompasses, equally, trifl es and tragedies: Sometimes 
it is a battle against a cardiac arrest, sometimes it is 
an alleged chemical accident, that turns out to be a 
milk truck that has tipped over, sometimes it is also 

the dear relatives who would like to put Grandma 
away in the hospital for the holidays. 

Strzoda relates all facets of his profession and points 
out that the whole madness would be unbearable 
without a pinch of black humour. The next time an 
ambulance drives by we have a pretty clear picture 
of what they can expect at the scene of action..

From hostage situations 
to assassinations – 
this paramedic has 
seen a lot       



HUMOR 69

The daily madness- incredible, almost 
unbearable                          

Same target audience as Sehen Sie 
sich mal diese Sauerei an [Just take a 
look at this mess] (in the Top-3 of the 
Spiegel-Paperback-Bestseller list)

Strange, tragic, dramatic and distres-
sing                                                   

Informative and sometimes shocking 
insights

Christian Strzoda 
You don’t look too good at all!
From the life of a paramedic

200 pages| 12.5 x 18.7 cm
So�  cover
9.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-253-2
Product group 2185
Available
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Elite soldiers admit that they are afraid of the dark 
a� er watching a horror movie, inexperienced pet 
owners fi ght off  their cat’s bad breath with mouth 

spray; teenagers fi nd a monstrous rubber penis in 
their mother’s closet. Guaranteed to make you cringe 
with embarrassment and to make you laugh  

The largest German 
language confession 
site on the internet                                 

Ich habe mich versehntlich auf 
den Staubsauger gesetzt (I sat on 
the vacuum cleaner inadvertently)
12,90
ISBN 978-3-86882-171-0

Over 20,000 

copies sold
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1000 unbelievable confessions

Guaranteed to make you laugh and 
cringe with embarrassment

2,000,000 visitors per month on 
www.beichthaus.com              

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 2 4 7 1

Robert Neuendorf
I was the “phone – a – friend” 
on ‘Who wants to be a millio-
naire’ and I gave the wrong 
answer deliberately and other great 
confessions

200 pages| 12.5 x 18.7 cm
So�  cover
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-247-1
Product group 2185
Available
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Illustration from the book

HUMOR72

Monsters frequently suffer from psychological 
problems but we o� en don’t see the warning signs. 
Does this vampire spend the whole day in his crypt 
because the sunlight will turn him to dust or is he 
just pathologically timid? Does that zombie lady keep 
complaining of a headache because she is hungry or 
is she suff ering from an inferiority complex because 
she never went to school?     
                  
In this book you will meet monsters, who are sad, 
disheartened, lonely, o� en demonized, and that too 
the demons. But at heart they are only human, because 
a� er all, we are what we eat. And they yearn for love. 
According to the latest research results more than 
half the werewolf attacks were actually intended to 
be hugs. So the next time you cross to the other side 
of the street to avoid a Frankenstein’s monster that 
is staggering towards you, ask yourself who is the 
real monster here.    

*Original book in English is called “Sad Monsters”                                        

“ Thanks to this hilarious book 
I’m no longer afraid of mons-
ters. However I am now terri-
fied of books”                                  

 Stephen Colbert

„Auch Monster haben Angst im
Dunkeln“ [Monsters are afraid of 
the dark too*] is unbelievably 
funny. Then creepy. Then funny 
again”                                  
 Scott Kenemore, Autor von The Zen of Zombie

FRANK LESSER who lives in New York, has been honoured with an Emmy for script-
writing for the American television show The Colbert Report.  He studied Literature and 
Films at brown University and was the publisher of the school humour magazine. As a 
child in Columbus, Ohio, he was afraid of the monsters under his bed and things got even 
worse when the monster stole his girlfriend in high school.                    

Monsters have 
feelings too
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An unprecedented insight into the 
psychology of monsters 

Lovingly illustrated   

 A valuable contribution to the relati-
onship between humans and monsters              

                         

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 2 3 5 8

Frank Lesser 
Monsters are afraid of the 
dark too!
The unknown mental torments of 
Frankenstein, vampires and Co.
200 pages | 12.5 × 18,7 cm

So�  cover
9.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-235-8
Product group 2185
Available
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74 TRUE CRIME

MANUEL BAUER was an active the right-wing extremist till 2006. He served as the 
Kameradscha� sführer [Comrade Unit Leader], founder of a martial sport group called 
“Racheakt” [Revenge act] and a paramilitary, Nazi training corps called “Bund Arischer 
Kämpfer” [Federation of Aryan Warriors]. However he was reformed and stepped out with 
the EXIT-Deutschland programme. Today he holds lectures and workshops at schools and 
warns of the recruitment tricks of the far-right. Furthermore, he actively engages against 
the right-wing extremist scene in Germany and levies serious allegations against the Ver-
fassungsschutz (Federal agency for the protection of the constitution – domestic intelli-
gence agency in Germany) and police. Bauer currently lives in an undisclosed location in 
south Germany.                    

As the details of the Zwickau Terror cells were 
revealed, many asked how the neo-Nazis could operate 
undetected for so long. Former neo-Nazi member, 
Manuel Bauer, knows the answer and makes some 
more serious allegations against the Thüringer 
Verfassungsschutz [Thuringia State Offi  ce for the 
Protection of the Constitution - domestic intelligence 
agency in Germany]. “The state has underestimated 
right-wing extremism, and is always focusing on the 
anti-fascism”, says Bauer. He knows from the 
experience of his active days in the right-wing scene 
“that people in the Verfassungsschutz did not think 
diff erently from us…Many offi  cials were no doubt too 
deeply involved (in these activities), and that is why 

they did not work so well”. Even the numerous 
V-Männer [under-cover informants] that the 
government planted are rather helpful for the Neo-
Nazis than a threat, since most share the right-wing 
ideals:” The under-cover informants cash the money 
from the government, give it further to the 
organisation, and in return, deliberately report false 
information to the government,” is how Bauer 
describes the scandalous state of aff airs, which is only 
the tip of the iceberg.     
            
Never before has an insider so ruthlessly exposed 
how deep our country in stuck in the far-right 
quagmire.

He lived in the world 
of the right wing 
terror cells
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75TRUE CRIME

Insider knowledge of the Neo-Nazi 
scene in Thuringia, from which the 
Zwickau terror cells evolved

Story of a former Neo-Nazi

Scandalous allegations against the 
Verfassungsschutz [Federal agency for 
the protection of the constitution – 
domestic intelligence agency]

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 2 3 9 6

September 2012September 2012

Manuel Bauer
Among Enemies of the State 
My life in the neo – Nazi scene

200 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
17.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-239-6
Product group 1973

Big press tour  
with talk show  
appearances

i



76 TRUE CRIME

Admired by some, feared and hated by others- the Hells 
Angels have provided fodder for controversy for decades. 
What caused an amalgamation of young rowdies in 
California in 1948 to turn into the well spring of an 
international fraternity, which has a worldwide presence 
and operates in all fi ve continents according to its own 
archaic laws? 

Since the beginning of the 1970s the Hells Angels 
conquered Germany by taking over notorious motorcycle 
clubs and supplanting the local competition with ruthless 
violence. 

This book analyses the over 60-year-old history of Hells 
Angels MC and creates a link between the beginnings 
of an American biker subculture to the current criminal 
excesses in Europe, and especially in Germany, where 
the Angels have been warring against the enemy 
Bandidos. Through interviews and talks with police 
offi  cials, journalists and numerous informers in the biker 
scene as well as 600 sources, the author has been able 
to, for the fi rst time, establish a clear picture of the 
modus operandi and structure of this increasingly 
criminally active organization. 

STEFAN SCHUBERT, born 1970, was a police offi  cer with the German Federal Police 
and the state police in NRW [North Rheine-Westphalia]. There he repeatedly dealt with 
the subject of Hells Angels. In his fi rst best-seller Gewalt ist eine Lösung [Violence is a 
Solution] (riva, 2010) he wrote about his eight-year long double life as a football hooli-
gan and police offi  cer. In Inside Polizei [Inside the Police Force] he reported incidents 
from his job as a policeman as well as daily life of numerous police offi  cers.

The fi rst tell-all book 
about the German Hells 
Angels
“Are the Hells Angels a criminal orga-
nisation? Without a doubt.”
Ulrich Detrois, former Vice President of Hells Angels MC Kassel                              

10,000 copies 
already sold

Evil Angel
19,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-207-5

30,000 copies sold

Violence is a 
Solution
19,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-064-4

Bestseller

Bestseller
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Stefan Schubert
Hells Angels 
How the feared rockers conquered 
Germany’s underworld

300 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-248-8
Product group 1973

Hells Angels- a subject of constant 
interest with over 2,000,000 books 
sold in this segment                       

Meticulously researched  

Psychograph of the brutal brother-
hood                                

The third book by the bestselling 
author  
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ENTERTAINMENT78

DETLEF UHLMANN,born 1942, founded the Bel Ami at the end of the 1970s. Over the 
years he developed it into one of the most high-class brothels in Germany, which the pro-
minent and moneyed aristocracy frequented endlessly. In 2009 he was sentenced to three 
years in prison for tax evasion and had to close down the club because of tax debts, befo-
re he reopened it in 2011. He lives in Berlin. 

The Bel Ami in Berlin was and is not just a brothel. 
It is one of the most high-class establishments that 
ever existed in Germany. Over a number of years the 
prominent, rich and powerful were regulars here and 
they partied like there was no tomorrow.  They would 
have fun for nights on end, rivers of champagne fl owed, 
and money was of no consideration. Now, a� er 30 
years in the business, Detlef Uhlmann has compiled 
all his exciting, bizarre and unbelievably entertaining, 
experiences in a book. How did he go from being an 

educated captain to a brothel owner?  How did the 
Bel Ami become Germany’s most elite club? Who 
came and went from here? What desires were fulfi lled 
here? 
Detlef Uhlmann narrates from his large collections 
of stories and takes the reader to the fascinating 
demimonde of glamour, sex and luxury.

Where the rich and 
beautiful socialise
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Big press confe-
rence at Bel Ami

ENTERTAINMENT 79

Detlef Uhlmann
Bel Ami
My life as chief of Germany’s most 
high – class brothel

250 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover with pictorial section
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-218-1
Product group 1971
Available
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The most exciting stories from 
Germany’s most high-class brothel

A glance through the keyhole     

An insider report on the celebrity red 
light district 
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14 hours of sex at a stretch, 18 orgasms in 48 hours, sex with a total of 4456 
women, once even with ten women at the same time- these are the records of 
Pornfi ghter Long John, Germany’s most successful male porn star. The multiple 
award-winning erotic actor, whose real name is Michael Zühlke, prefers 
to amuse himself with sex even a� er the shoot ends: as a gigolo, at 
gangbangs, in swingers clubs and brothels or completely privately 
with one, two hot kitties in his own bed. His pronounced sex addiction 
brought him into the porn business 16 years ago, where he made a 
name for himself not only because of his enormous virility, but also 
because of his impressive member measuring 23.5 centimetres.             
In his autobiography Michael Zühlke tells us about his turbulent life 
story, provides deep insights into the German erotic business 
and reports his craziest, worst and most beautiful 
experiences on the fi lm sets. Life in the porn business 
isn’t a bed of roses: love relationships fail in his 
job, he only seldom sees his little son, and friends 
turn away. Michael Zühlke reports openly and 
honestly of happiness and misery, what it is 
to be a sex symbol.             

He’s already had sex 
with 4456 women
“ I don’t like it, but someone’s 
got to do it"

 Pornfighter Long John

MICHAEL ZÜHLKE, born 1976, entered the pornography business a� er training as a 
painter and varnisher. Since then he has been involved as actor and producer in over 2300 
fi lms. In 2007 he was nominated as the best German erotic actor for the Venus Awards, 
in 2009 and 2011 he won it for best German actor and in 2009 and 2010 for best interna-
tional actor. 

CHRISTOPH BRNADHURST, born 1971, is the pseudonym of a Berlin writer, who 
has dedicated himself to the dark side of eroticism and its infl uence on the media and 
lifestyle. He has published numerous successful books. 
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i
Press conference 
at the erotic trade 
fair Venus in Berlin 
with appearance

Big docu-soap on 
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Michael Zühlke alias Pornfi ghter 
Long John with Christoph Brandhurst
23,5 cm of hard work
My life as Germany’s most 
successful porn actor

250 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover with pictorial section
16.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-236-5
Product group 1971

The fi rst revelation of a male porn star

Many hot scenes guaranteed

Will appear punctually; on schedule at 
the erotic trade fair Venus from 
18-21 October 2012 in Berlin
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Did you know that male fruit fl ies get drunk on alcohol 
when they don’t get sex? That a choir boy is considered 
a ‘mutant’ when his voice breaks? That a full moon is 
nine times as bright as a half-moon? That the Russian 
counterpart of the placeholder name Max Mustermann 
is Iwan Iwanowitsch Iwanov? Or that the steam from 
a cup of coff ee contains the same amount of antioxidants 
as three oranges? 

These and more unbelievable, exciting and bizarre facts 
from all spheres of life can be found in this book. They 
have been compiled on the big Facebook page “Useless 
Information” which enthrals thousands of fans every 
day.

DIETER LOBENBRETT is the pseudonym of a journalist who has already written 
numerous books. He is perhaps Germany’s biggest Loriot-fan and spent many months of 
detailed research for this biography and has written it with great care. This book was a 
matter that was close to his heart. 

The Spiegel-Bestseller 
now in so�  cover

“A sensitive character study of Loriot.”
Abendzeitung
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Over 35,000 copies sold in hardcover

The comprehensive Loriot biography

Now only 9.99 Euros

Updated edition

Dieter Lobenbrett 
Loriot: Biography
208 Pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm

So�  cover
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-267-9 
Product group 2961
Available

Top-20-Bestseller
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THOMAS POSPIECH, 44, has been working as a writer for print, radio and TV for 25 
years. He published in ZEIT and the SZ [Newspaper: Süddeutsche Zeitung], wrote radio 
reports for ARD, moderated for BR [Radio: Bayerischer Rundfunk] and produced TV docu-
mentaries as well as several screenplays. For the last eleven years he is working in a 
managerial capacity for Focus TV Produktions GmbH. In 2007 he developed the TV show 
“GRIP-das Motormagazin” and since then is able to fulfi l a childhood desire: to fi nally 
drive all the dream cars.

A gleaming body, a powerful engine and four wheels 
– it does not take much more to bring a gleam to a 
man’s eyes. Right from childhood, the Matchbox - 
Porsche is nurtured and cherished like a loved pet, 
and on Sundays father and son like to spend time 
washing the car or watching Formula 1. It is a lifelong 
passion. Yet, of all things there is no smorgasbord 
just about cars. 

The founder of GRIP, the most successful TV-Car 
magazine of Germany, has now compiled everything 
interesting and curious about the myth on four wheels, 
in a savvy as well as entertaining book. In the sections 
Marken & Mythen [Car brands and Myths], Spiel & 

Zerstreuung [Clearance and Heat Dissipation] or 
Technology & Innovation, he tells us about the biggest 
flops in the history of cars, from the merits and 
demerits of the wood gasifi er, illegal number plates, 
Europe’s favourite autobahns or the best driving tricks 
of professional stuntmen. Wonderful illustrations as 
well as all kinds of fi gures, data, lists, rankings and 
maps enhance this entertaining reference work, which 
should be in every glove-compartment. For all car 
freaks, PS-Junkies, long-distance drivers and highway 
hooligans and for just about all men for who train 
travel is just not an alternative

Everything you want 
to know about cars

Cars and assassinations: The Pope mobile, the Kennedy convertible, 
car bombs

Automobile records: the fastest, the most powerful, the biggest, the 
smallest, the most economical, the most expensive, the craziest

The ten most important vintage car rallies: Dates, terms and 
conditions of participation, routes

Car-Quartets: the ranking of the best, worst and least amusing cards 
from the 70’s

The ten Cadillac models with the biggest tailfins

Easily misunderstood car names: more or less funny blunders while 
naming new models (Pajero, Miev, etc.)

The axels of evil: Dictators and their favourite cars

Celebrated Presenter Det
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i
GRIP is on every 
Sunday at 06:55 
pm on
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Thomas Pospiech
Everything about Cars

400 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
14.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-246-4
Product group 2432

The perfect gi�  for all men, and 
women car afi cionados

By the founder of GRIP, Germany’s 
most successful TV Motor magazine – 
licensed by Grip

Honoured with the ADAC-Book award: 
Best Car Book

Beautifully illustrated with black and 
white drawings
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Hera Lind continues to 
be a phenomenon

HERA LIND, mother of four, is one of Germany’s most successful authors, a trained 
concert singer and television host.  

FLORIAN APLER is a fi tness expert and completed his education as a certifi ed perso-
nal trainer from Toronto, Canada. 

“She knows what women read.”
WDR

A healthy, powerful and slim body is much better 
equipped to tackle life’s challenges and crises. Self-
respect goes up, cheerfulness increases and frustration 
stays at bay. If only that inner sloth was not there, 
which tries every day, with renewed adolescent 
brazenness, to prevent us from doing the most natural 
thing in the world! In this way, the daily fi tness 
programme can be a pleasure. We just have to outsmart 
that wretch and keep the sloth on a tight leash before 
it does it to us! 

Hera Lind confronts the inner sloth with just as much 
humour as aplomb, provides priceless dialogues with 
it and gives it a taste of its own medicine:  wordplay, 
repartee and ramifi cations. 

At the same time the book off ers a brand new fi tness 
programme, designed by Hera Lind and her personal 
trainer Florian Apler, with varied as well as eff ective 
workouts, which can be integrated beautifully into 
the daily routine of every superwoman without the 
need for equipment and other investment. If you still 
don’t get off  the couch a� er reading this book, then 
you only have yourself to blame. 



i
Big press tour 
through Germany, 
Austria and  
Switzerland 
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October 2012Hera Lind with Florian Apler
One’s inner weakness greets 
us every day
The Superwoman fi tness program – 
With the best of Yoga, Pilates and 
functional training

200 Pages | 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Paperback with many colour photos
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-257-0
Product group 1464

New, easy to learn exercises

Promises the same resounding suc-
cess as Susanne Fröhlich’s fi tness pro-
gramme

Three fun work outs

Can be done anywhere 
without fi tness equipment

Initial 

print run 

of 50,000 

copies
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The fi tness programme 
for superwomen on 
DVD
In this unique fi tness DVD bestseller, Hera Lind, 
together with her personal trainer Florian Apler 
shows us how she outsmarts her inner sloth and 
keeps fi t, slim and healthy. 

The compelling program consists of three combinable 
workouts for the really important areas of the female 
body, as well as a warm up and a section on stretching. 
From the “Blockadenkiller” [Blockade killer], to the 
“Schmetterling” [Butterfly], from “Dress code” 
through to the “Chefgruß” [Boss salutation] - the 
exercises are original, eff ective and easy to learn. 
These can be done at home without investment or 
fi tness aids and can be suited to every fi tness level 
through numerous variations in the degrees of 
diffi  culty. 

People would pay millions for the wonderful feeling 
you get from the training programme. With this 
DVD you get it for next to nothing: Simply load it, 
allow the enthusiasm to infect you and join in. The 
result is energy, good cheer, a ’can do’ attitude and 
brand new self-respect. Plus a beautiful, fi rm body! 

HERA LIND, mother of four, is one of Germany’s most successful authors, a trained 
concert singer and television host.  

FLORIAN APLER is a fi tness expert and completed his education as a certifi ed perso-
nal trainer from Toronto, Canada. 
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October 2012Hera Lind with Florian Apler
One’s inner weakness greets 
us every day
The Superwoman fi tness program – 
With the best of Yoga, Pilates and 
functional training

60 Minutes
DVD
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-256-3
Product group 4464

Newa, easy to learn exercises

Can be done anywhere without fi tness 
equipment

Three fun work outs 

Promises the same resounding suc-
cess as Susanne Fröhlich’s fi tness pro-
gramme



MARK LAUREN is a certifi ed fi tness instructor with the US army and has prepared over 
700 elite soldiers for their deployment in Special Operations. He is constantly on the road 
and lives wherever he is required as a trainer and instructor. Besides this he participates 
in Triathlons and practices Muay Thai. He is a professional level competitive Thai boxer.  
His book Fit ohne Geräte# belongs to the best-selling German fi tness books in the year 
2011.

With his book “Fit without Equipment” (original title 
in English is “You are your own Gym”), the military 
trainer and fi tness expert Mark Lauren has taken up 
an enormous trend: ‘bodyweight training’. This form 
of training that is undertaken without external aids 
and uses only one’s own body weight as resistance 
builds muscle systems more effi  ciently than weight 
li� ing and burns more body fat compared to aerobics.  
The exercises can be performed in the smallest room 
and require minimum time.                                 

The author presents three high – intensity workouts 
in this DVD with many individual exercises. The 
training units are of 15 to 30 minutes duration and 

are designed according to the interval method, so 
that power and stamina are trained simultaneously. 
Many exercises can be adapted to ones’ individual 
fi tness level through integrated variants.                                        

Whether beginner or professional, whether at home 
or on the move, the DVD enables all followers of the 
device – free exercise system to train with the 
bodyweight expert and bestselling author Mark 
Lauren.                                            

The DVD of the Fitness 
Best Seller

FITNESS90
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Mark Lauren 
Fit Without Equipment 
Exercise with your own body weight 

90 Minutes
DVD
16.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86883-241-9
Product group 4464
Available 

The DVD associated with the bestsel-
ler book                         

Equally suited for beginners and pro-
fessionals                         

Three high – intensity bodyweight 
training workouts – presented by the 
author

FITNESS 91
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Bei Ling
Freedom Sacrifi ced

19.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-134-4
World Rights (without Chinese) 
available. Rights sold to Finland.
1st edition 2010

Thilo Mischke
Around the World in 80 woman

19.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-052-4
World rights (except Hungary and 
Netherlands) available.
2nd edition 2010

Prof. Dr. Juergen Gießing
HIT Fitness

19.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-022-4
World rights (except Poland) 
available.
3rd edition 2012

Lutz Graumann, Boris Beuke, 
Mark Warnecke, Darcy Norman
Get Fit to Run

19.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-054-5
World rights available.
1st edition 2010

Marlies Moeller, Sylvia Heiser
Hairsecrets

19.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-000-2
World rights (except Poland) available.
2nd edition 2009

Marcus Schenkenberg
Body Secrets (DVD)

19.95 € €
ISBN 978-3-86883-069-9
World rights available.
130 min
2nd edition 2010

Prof. Dr. Juergen GießingProf. Dr. Juergen Gießing
HIT FitnessHIT Fitness

Marlies Moeller, Sylvia Heiser
Hairsecrets
Marlies Moeller, Sylvia Heiser
Hairsecrets
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Johanna Fellner
Project Dream fi gure

19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-127-6
World rights available.
1st edition 2011

Boris Entrup
Beautyful with Boris Entrup 

19.90 €
ISBN 978-3-936994-78-0
World rights available.
4th edition 2011

Alexandra Reinwarth
The Chick Code

9.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-169-6
World rights (except Czech) 
available.
2nd edition 2011

Boris Entrup
Make-Up

24.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-049-1
World rights available.
1st edition 2009

Martin Winkler
Fingerboarding

16.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-027-9
World rights (except France) 
available.
4th edition 2010

Ulf Luedeke
Terence Hill
The exclusive Biography

19.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-203-7

Ulf LuedekeUlf Luedeke
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Figure captions: Rola El-Halabi with her step 
father and former manager Roy El-Halabi who 
attempted to murder her in April 2011

Rola El-Halabi before the World championship 
contest 2010 against Mia St. John

96 NONFICTION AND BIOGRAPHY

ROLA EL�HALABI is professional boxer and was a two time world champion of the 
WIBF and the WIBA. She came to Germany with her family at the age of one year from 
Lebanon. In 1994, she fi rst started with Kick- and Thai boxing; in 1996 she began amateur 
boxing. On 30th September 2007, Rola El-Halabi became the European light weight cham-
pion of the WIBF. In October 2008, she was honoured as the outstanding sportswoman 
of her hometown Ulm. On 5th June 2009, she won the world championship title of the 
WIBF and the WIBA in new Ulm with a victory against Loly Munoz (Spain).

On 1st April 2011, Rola El-Halabi is sitting in her 
changing room preparing herself for the world 
championship title contest this evening. Suddenly 
there is commotion at the door, bullets fl y and her 
stepfather and manager Roy El-Halabi storms in with 
a loaded pistol. Then he shoots at Rola from a distance 
of just a few meters. The fi rst shot strikes her right 
hand – her punching hand. The next three bullets 
strike her le�  foot, her le�  knee and her right foot.  

It was the bloody escalation of a long smouldering 
fight. Rola wanted more independence from her 
stepfather who was extremely controlling. Moreover, 
she had fallen in love with a married Greek, which 
was taboo for Roy El-Halabi. 

In November 2011, he was sentenced to a six year 
prison term. A� er multiple operations and months 
of rehab, Rola is currently struggling step by step to 
get back into her life. Her dream is to be able to box 
again in the world championship contest. And 
irrespective of how this fi ght turns out – she would 
emerge as the winner. 

This book is more than just a tragic story. It off ers an 
insight behind the scenes of boxing and a presumably 
liberal Arabic family in Germany.

He wanted 
to cripple her!
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October 2012

i
The comeback fight 
(expected beginning 
of January 2013) is 
going to be a huge 
media event
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October 2012October 2012
Rola El-Halabi
Comeback Girl  
How I am fi ghting to get back the 
boxing world championship title a� er 
the murder attempt by my stepfather                                         

200 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
17.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-277-9
Product group 1971

Constant presence of the author in 
the media     

The manner in which she has tackled 
her fate and her struggle are exemp-
lary and encouraging

Her story is being made into a fi lm
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DORIS TROPPER, born in 1958, is a trainer, journalist and author of books. She has 
long standing experience in death and bereavement support as well as in working with 
Alzheimer’s and dementia patients and their families. She holds seminars and lectures 
on these topics in Germany and Austria. Doris Tropper is married, has two grown up 
daughters and lives in Graz.

When people know that they are to die soon, they 
o� en think about what they could have done better 
in life, what they regret and what they would like to 
undo. How nice would it be if one had thought of all 
these earlier, without being ill and staring at death 
in the face? Simply because one would have a more 
fulfi lling life without having to admit in the end, that 
he has neglected some matters. 

Doris Tropper, who has been working with severely 
ill people and their relatives for many years, has 
gathered the most important message. She explains 
with the help of concrete destinies from diff erent life 

situations (young, old, man, woman, family, single), 
what the seven central requirements of a happy and 
fulfi lling life are and how these can be lived and 
implemented. One should not become aware of the 
really important things in life just a short while before 
one dies. 
 

Live, 
before it’s too late
He who knows that death is only a 
few weeks away, thinks about life. 

What will we regret if our life 
comes to an end?
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November 2012November 2012

Plea, not to abrogate ones’ own life 
up to the very end                   

Empathetic guidebook for a fulfi lling, 
conscious, sensible life                                                       

Ten central rules which take away the 
fear of death and give happiness in 
life 

By an experienced expert    

Doris Tropper
If I’d only
Learning about what really matters in 
life from those dying 

200 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
Hardcover
17.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-280-9
Product group 1481
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»Ohne dich wäre ich schon längst tot.« Katja S. zu ihrer Tochter

©
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le KATJA S. was heroin dependent for almost 20 years. As a 13-year old, she fi rst came in con-

tact with drugs, at 15 she consumed Heroin for the fi rst time, just as she became 20, she had 
a daughter who is now and adult – and subsequently slid again. Only when she was 32 years 
old could she manage to get rid of drug addiction. Now, for the past 11 years, she has been 
clean. 

Katja S. was 15 years old, when she tried heroin for 
the fi rst time. Less than two years later, she became 
a junkie – drug dependent and constantly on the 
lookout for the next dose in order to escape the 
pressure of reality. Very o� en, she was absent from 
the training school in which she had begun a course 
to train to become a doctor’s assistant. When all the 
reserve money got exhausted, she met a millionaire’s 
son, and the addiction increased beyond all bounds. 
Many times, she tried cold detoxifi cation, and was 
fi nally admitted in an addiction clinic where she fell 
in love with another patient. She became pregnant – 
and wanted to fi nally get her life in control. For the 

baby. For a future together. Indeed three years a� er 
her daughter came into the world healthily, she slides 
back. To fi nance the expensive addiction, she herself 
started selling heroin – till she was betrayed by two 
of her best friends and landed in a women’s prison. 
The love for her child, her heart rending letters written 
in prison, help her eventually a� er almost 20 years 
to escape this drug addiction, this disastrous spiral 
of dependence, withdrawal, therapy and repeated ruin. 

The modern version of 
We Children from the 
Zoo Station
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Katja S. mit Gerlinde Reinl
Only in hell can one see the 
sky
How the love for my daughter freed 
me from heroin addiction                                                

250 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
Hard cover with a pictorial part
16,99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-285-4
Product group 1971

Moving narrative of dealing with 
doom

Amy Winehouse, Whitney Houston –
addiction is still a very current topic 

One of the very few who managed to 
free herself from heroin  
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OLIVER GEISSELHART MBA is among the most successful in his fi eld as Keynote-Speaker, 
Coach, Seminar head and Trainer. Back in 1983 at 16 years of age, he was the youngest memo-
ry trainer in Europe. In the meanwhile, he is also best-selling author, Top-100-Speaker and 
assistant lecturer at the University of Economics Seekirchen in Salzburg. His “Geisselhart-
Technique of Memory and Mental training” is considered to be by experts to be especially 
eff ective.

HELMUT LANGE has a degree in education and is a counsellor. As a seminar leader, he has 
specialised in the core areas of team-coaching, self-management and memory training and has 
been enthusing the participants of his seminars and courses with these for the past many years.

When one learns a new language for example Spanish, 
one can’t escape cramming vocabulary. Ordinarily. Except 
with the innovative Keyword Method by Helmut Lange 
and Oliver Geisselhart. The method is simple and 
ingenious: every Spanish word is linked as an image or 
small fi lm clip with its translation in an intuitive and 
mnemonic manner. By simply reading and envisioning 
these usually very funny scenes within one’s own mind, 
the words can be learnt. In this way, 100 to 200 words 
may be learnt and retained within only one hour playfully 
and eff ortlessly. So, to learn the German meaning “liebe” 
(‘love’) of the Spanish word “amor” (‘love’) more easily, 
one can think of someone who is nibbling on another’s 
ear and thus it makes “Liebe am Ohr” (‘love on the ear’) 
. The desired eff ect is guaranteed. And the desire to invent 
your own memory aids is not excluded.
Even the second edition of this successful author duo 
demonstrates impressively that language learning and 

fun form an ideal pair and are inextricably linked. We 
seem to have forgotten this!

Goodbye to vocabulary 
cramming

Pamela la [pa᾽mela] [pamela] 
Straw hat, Ladies hat; Picture: 
Pamela Anderson has a straw hat 
on
Balearic [bale᾽aric] [Balearic] 
shoot, plug, kill; Picture: Shooting 
on the wild Balearic Islands all get 
killed

Brote el [᾽loaves] [loaves] seed-
ling, sprout, shoots; Picture: Today 
there are healthy sandwiches with 
sprouts.
Camelo el [ka᾽melo] [kamelo] fl at-
tery; Picture: fl attery: “You have 
the most beautiful hump only a 
camel could have.”

„Schieb das Schaf“ 
(‘Shove that sheep‘)
12,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-258-8

Platz 1



i
Große 
Social-Media-
Kampagne
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The second edition of the popular lan-
guage learning book                                                      

With many vivid illustrations  

Learn Spanish with love and actually 
retain it 

Over 1200 ‘ready and set’ intuitive 
and mnemonic pictured Spanish 
words that can be memorised at once      

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 8 2 3

Oliver Geisselhart | Helmut Lange 
Love on the Ear
Learn 100 and more Spanish words 
per hour with word pictures                                                                                                          

200 pages | 12.5 × 18.7 cm
So�  cover
12.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-282-3
Product group 1862
Available



JOACHIM SCHAFFER�SUCHOMEL, Degree holder in education, personality coach 
and author, born in 1951, has continued his education in the fi elds of communication and 
confl ict solving since his study of pedagogic and psychology.  He lectured at various uni-
versities for many years.  Today he works predominantly with businesses as a personali-
ty coach for team development and confl ict solving.

MARTINA PLETSCH�BETANCOURT, born in 1967, is agricultural engineer, manage-
ment consultant and author and specialises in the fi eld of corporate development, com-
puter aided qualitative data analysis, project management and adult education.

Language makes one powerful or frail. We can make 
others big or small with words. With positive language 
such as “you’ve done that very well!”, we motivate 
people. With negative words such as “not bad” or 
“what can one really expect from you”, we are belittling 
them. When we fi ght, with every “yes, but,” we are 
adding fuel to the fi re. Apparently, we are agreeing 
with the “yes”, but with the “but”, we are nullifying 
everything again. With every “perhaps” and “rather”, 
we make someone else as well as ourselves insecure, 
instead of addressing the reality. 
Our anger becomes wrath even more and the more 
we complain or listen to the complaints of others, 
the worse we feel. People, who believe that they are 
being overlooked, are inclined to be indignant. They 
want to be at the top and be seen to be there. Sometimes 
these rebels scold others, and thus try to prod them 
with accusations of blame from the pulpit as it were.
With our language, we either invite someone or 

disinvite them; our words decide whether we succeed 
or fail.
With the help of this book, we become conscious of 
our thoughts and words. It enables us to express 
ourselves clearly and successfully and thus win over 
people, realise projects and make visions come true.

In the beginning is the 
word, and then comes 
success

15,90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-06264-2

You are what 
you say

30,000 copies 
sold

8th edition
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Joachim Schaff er-Suchomel and 
 Martina Pletsch-Betancourt
Discover the power 
of language              
What we are really saying 
when we speak                                           

250 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
14.99 € (D) |15.50 € (A) 

ISBN 978-3-86882-284-7
Product group 1498
Available
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Sequel to the bestseller “You are what 
you speak”

Knowledge that helps everyone                      

Language as the key to success

The authors are holding seminars on 
the topic 

15,90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-06264-2
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VERONIKA IMMLER, gborn 1968, studied at the Fachhochschule (College of Higher 
Education), Munich and worked as an architect till the birth of her fi rst daughter. Since 
then, she devotes herself completely to her family and her passion for photography.
 
ANTJE STEINHAEUSER,born in 1964, studied German and English in Freiburg. She 
lives and works as freelance editor in Munich and is herself a mother. 

On the pains in the 
neck from the “upbrin-
ging – free” zone
Children are so sweet – when they are not exactly 
incredibly annoying. Whether they are unruly brats 
who shout loudly in sand pits and tearfully pick up 
fi ghts or ill-tempered teenagers who collectively 
besiege the city or the smart-alecks who know 
everything better – the assortment of these monsters, 
small or big is large indeed. In this it does not matter 
whether one is childless or a parent believes that the 
children of other people are insuff erable – snotty brats 

get on everyone’s’ nerves. Antje Steinhäuser and 
Veronika Immler – both dedicated mothers – were of 
the opinion that it is time to describe and lay bare 
the phenomenon of “upbringing - free zone” with all 
its excesses.  Perhaps one or the other will fi nd the 
subject of family planning somewhat ambivalent.    



September 2012
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The counterpart to the overdue book 
‘Teacher Hater’      

What parents and educators o� en 
feel but never express

Veronika Immler | Antje Steinhaeuser 
The monsters of other parents                                                            
On the terrorists of the sand pits, 
playground gangsters and other pains 
in the neck from the “upbringing – 
free” zone      

200 pages | 12.5 × 18.7 cm
So�  cover
9.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-279-3
Product group 2484
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As a child, I thought that the 
penalty area was a very narrow 
room, in which the football play-
ers must be confined when they 
have not behaved themselves.

ENTERTAINMENT108

Everyone has memories of particular beliefs which 
he or she had as a child and which got lost in the air 
as they grew older. The most beautiful, funny, cute 

and fantastic ones have been compiled in this book.
An original gi�  which takes us back to our childhood

When I was young, 
I thought…

As a child, I always understood 
the phrase “an und für sich” (in 
and of itself – basically) as “Ahn 
und Pfirsch” (peach). So I always 
asked myself, which fruit this 
“Ahn” would be.

As a child, I thought that the soul 
would look like a spirelli noodle.
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Pure childhood nostalgia!                             

With huge recognition value and gua-
ranteed smile                     

The perfect gi�  

Same target audience as of Axel Hacke 
– The white nigger Wumbaba 
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Robert Neuendorf
What I thought as a child
The 222 funniest childhood miscon-
ception  

100 pages | 12.5 × 18.7 cm
Hardcover
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-283-0 
Product group 1185



MARTINA GERCKE was born in 1963 in Gelsenkirchen. A� er graduating from high 
school, she fi rst began her studies in the Pedagogical University in Karlsruhe. However, 
the wish to travel the world took over and thus she began as an air-hostess in a German 
airline. On one of her trips, she met her present husband. Martina Gercke gave up fl ying 
and devoted herself to her children. During this time, she discovered her passion for sto-
rytelling.

ENTERTAINMENT110

Julia is in the midst of wedding preparations when 
she catches her fi ancé Johann in bed with a colleague. 
Julia is devastated, chucks her job and engagement 
and fl ees from Freiburg to Hamburg to her friend 
Katja. On the way there she is dead drunk, and meets 
Benni to whom she entrusts all her secrets small and 
big as they share a compartment in the sleeper car. 
Next morning in Hamburg, not only are her memories 
missing, but Benni is too!

A fresh start is needed! Too bad that Benni just bursts 
into her life again and can remember everything. A 
cat and mouse game begins. Then when Johann 
re-emerges in her life, disaster becomes inevitable…

The number one among 
E-books by Amazon: 
now as a book!



i
Interview im Luft-
hansa Magazin und 
Homestory bei 
Gala

ENTERTAINMENT 111

Amazon – 1st place among E-books                           

The author has a very huge and loyal 
fan base

The German Sophie Kinsella

The perfect book for the holidays

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 9 0 8Martina Gercke
Elderberry pecks                                                                                                                 

245 pages | 12.5 × 18.7 cm
So�  cover
8.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-290-8 
Product group 112
Available



TOP DVD TITLES 

DR. MED. VET. JUTTA ZIEGLER, , born 1955, set up an animal clinic near Salzburg 
a� er her studies. First of all, she completed her training as specialist veterinary doctor 
for homeopathy and broadened her knowledge extensively in acupuncture as well as her-
balism. Her vet practice and the associated organic food store profi t from her long-stan-
ding experience. In seminars and lectures, she updates colleagues about general rethin-
king in the treatment of pets.

In her best seller “Dogs would live longer, if …” Dr 
Jutta Ziegler has criticised the rampant abuses in 
veterinary practice and in the keeping of cats and 
dogs and thus has made many domestic animal owners 
to change their thinking. The author has received 
hundreds of letters form worried readers asking for 
advice. In this DVD, the author discusses the most 
frequent problems and questions which come up on 

the basis of real life case studies from her practice.  
Through this, the fl ow or transmission, prevention 
and the curing of diseases on the one hand as well 
as the right nutrition of dogs and cats has been 
addressed. The responsible pet owner learns how he 
can keep his pet healthy for long periods and knows 
from the case studies, what is to be done in case of 
the fi rst signs of diseases.

Die DVD zum 
 erfolgreichen Buch 

17,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-234-2

50,000 
copies sold

ANIMALS112
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Dr. med. vet. Jutta Ziegler
Cats and Dogs Would Live 
Longer if…
The consulting 
hours of the vet  practicee

Approximately 70 minutes
DVD
17,99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-276-2
Product group 4424
Available

50,000 copies of the book ‘Dogs 
would live longer if….’ sold                                                                  

With many tips and suggestions                                   

The most common case studies from 
the practical consultation experience 
of the author

 More than 8.2 million cats and 5.4 
million dogs in German households 
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If the dog was good, he would get a piece of sausage – we 
learn this in TV programs, books or pet obedience schools. 
But the dog training using bribery through treats is only 
superficial and sometimes even dangerous. Why? It 
undermines the basic principle of dog training, the authority 
of the human as “pack leader”. No serious dog would ever 
voluntarily give up its prey.
This fundamental fact must finally be taken into 
consideration in dog training, according to the demands 
and plea of dog expert Dirk Lenzen. He has also developed 
a revolutionary training program which he has been 
successfully practicing for years and has described for the 
fi rst time in this book. 
On the basis of actual and comprehensive case studies 

from his daily work as a trainer  of problematic dogs, Dirk 
Lenzen does away with classical myths, stories and 
misconceptions about dog training.  Instead, he consistently 
orients himself towards the question “How would a dog 
handle a dog?” For this, he gives valuable tips which every 
dog owner can use to build a deep commitment with his 
dog without violence and constant ‘treats’ that is bribery. 
The must-read book for every dog owner!
 

DIRK LENZEN (49) opened his dog school in Düsseldorf in 1996 and works there since 
then as a successful problematic dogs’ trainer where he consistently manages them through 
the basic training without treats and fashionable tools such as clickers, head collars and 
nose bags. Moreover, he imparts this to production companies through his fi lm-animals 
casting agency and makes them fi t for theatre and TV appearances.

The new standard in 
dog training
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Revolutionary approach to dog trai-
ning              

Provoking and controversial – questi-
ons the common dog training proce-
dure

Dirk Lenzen
Every dog can learn to take 
orders                                                                                                               
End to the lies about treats and 22 
other misconceptions in dog training                                                              

220 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
16.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-274-8
Product group 1424

115ANIMALS
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Expectant mothers do everything to ensure that they 
and their unborn child remain fi ne. Almost all observe 
the check-up appointments; take the advice of the 
doctor and midwives treating them seriously and 
follow their recommendations about examinations, 
medicines, dietary supplements and many other 
things.  But what would happen,  i f  these 
recommendations are not necessarily meant for the 
welfare of the mother and child, but are superfl uous, 
meaningless or harmful to health?

This is exactly what Professor Backe says based on 
her long standing experience in pregnancy and 
prenatal care. She explains which tests and 
investigations are actually signifi cant and which ones 
must be critically scrutinised.  
This book fi lls a huge gap that existed in guidebook 
literature. At last, pregnant women can make an 
independent judgments and meet or discuss with their 
doctor or midwives on an equal footing.

PROF. DR. MED. JAEL BACKE, born in 1965, is established in a private practice of 
gynaecology, medical genetics and psychotherapy in Wurzburg. In addition, she lectures 
as a professor at the University of Wurzburg. Her current main research focuses among 
other things on inter disciplinary topics such as “Doctor - Patient - Relationship” and 
“Prevention as a Medical Duty”. She is married and lives in Wurzburg.

Prenatal care suff ers

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT116

“There are many investigations which are not necessary as 
well as many that are not meaningful. Nevertheless they are 
carried out on thousands of expectant mothers daily."
 Prof. Dr. med. Jael Backe
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Prof. Dr. med. Jael Backe
Pregnancy is not an illness
The advice and investigations that 
pregnant women really need

220 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
14.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-269-4
Product group 1467
Available

The fi rst book on prenatal care that 
criticises incisively

Competent and independent advice 
from an expert

Fills a gap in the relevant guidebook 
literature

For the enlightened and self-determi-
ned mother 
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The Happiness Project 
14,95 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-205-2

The Fitness Project
14,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-252-6

118 PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Alexandra Reinwarth wants to know it: she wants to 
be the best afi cionada of the world. For this, she sets 
out on the search for the G-spot and the most expensive 
German prostitute, she lunges into the Lingam 
massage und completes an oral sex course. 
Wild sex toys and an extensive pelvic diaphragm, 
white magic and a bed in the corn fi eld, everything 
is tried out. Only the homophobic friend resists the 
thing with the prostate…

The best afi cionada 
of the world

ALEXANDRA REINWARTH is a Spiegel best seller author and has already written 
many books for the mvg publishing house, among others ‘The Happiness Project’ and 
‘The Fitness Project’.  Alexandra Reinwarth lives near Barcelona.©
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5th Edition
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Comprehensively and authentically 
researched              

An erotic exploration journey with 
high utility value

The ideal hostess’ gi�   for a “gals 
evening”

Alexandra Reinwarth
The Sex Project                                                   
How I took off  my clothes to become 
the best lover in the world                                                             

220 pages | 13.5 × 21.0 cm
So�  cover
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-289-2
Product group 2483
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ULLA RAHN�HUBER is a successful life and health consultant and successful guide-
book author. The focal points of her work are nutrition and the conjunction of traditional 
knowledge with new thinking. She lives and works near Frankfurt am Main.

They are socially connected and love their work. Yet 
it is unbelievable that these people are over 100 years 
old! Where is such a wonder to be found? It is on the 
Japanese island of Okinawa. 
Our author drew from the lucky elders the secret of 
the place of Okinawa. This valuable knowledge about 
everlasting health, vitality and happiness now comes 
to us for the fi rst time in Europe. Amazingly simple 
and yet revolutionary, exotic and yet feasible for 
everyone – the best anti-aging program there has 
ever been.

The fi ve pillars for a long life

• NUTRITION

• MOVEMENT

• SPIRITUALITY

• COMMUNITY

• MISSION IN LIFE

We are disclosing 
a secret
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The best seller now price reduced 
from 19.90 to 14.99 Euro                    

Learning to live healthy from the 
oldest people in the world

Ulla Rahn-Huber 
This is how you will live to be 
100 years old                        
The secret from Okinawa                                                     

192 pages | 17.0 × 24.0 cm
So�  cover
14.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-288-5
Product group 1481
Available
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Now only 

14.99 €



Kurt Tepperwein
If it Doesn't Make You Happy, 
Let it go

7.90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07097-5
World rights (except Spanish, Hungarian, 
Slovak, Czech, Russian) available.

Kurt Tepperwein
Reading Illnesses from Faces

7.90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07073-9
World rights (except Bulgarian, Czech, 
Hungarian and Russian) available.
3th edition 2011

Kurt Tepperwein
What Your Illness is Telling 
You 

9.95 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07096-8
World rights (except Czech, Estoni-
an, Slovak, Bulgarian, Romanian, 
Hungarian, Brasilian, Portuguese, 
Russian, Polish) available.

Kurt Tepperwein
What Your Body is Telling You

8.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-231-1
World rights (except Slovak, Czech Repu-
blic, Hungarian, Estonian and Turkish) 
available.
19th edition 2011
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Kurt Tepperwein
Crisis as Chances

8.90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07099-9
World rights (except Hungarian, 
Russian, Czech and Slovak) 
available.

Kurt Tepperwein
My Relationship with 
Myself

5.00 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07221-4
World rights (except Hungarian) 
available.

Kurt Tepperwein
Intuition - The Mysterious power 
of Intuition

8.90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07177-4
World rights (except Lithuanian) available.
11th edition 2011

Kurt Tepperwein
Live in the Here and Now

8.90 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07192-7
World rights (except Hungarian, Czech) 
available.

Kurt Tepperwein
Happy

16.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-012-6
World rights (except Slovak, Czech, 
Hungarian) available.

Kurt TepperweinKurt Tepperwein
My Relationship with My Relationship with 

Kurt Tepperwein
Happy
Kurt Tepperwein
Happy

BACKLIST 123



Katja Schneidt
Prisoner in Germany

17.99 €
ISBN 978-86882-219-9
World rights (except Czech) available.
5th edition 2011

Alexandra Reinwarth
The Hapiness Project

14.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-205-2
World rights (except Korean) available.
3rd edition 2011

Charlotte Labouche
The Ultimate Sex

14.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-007-2
World rights (except Czech) available.
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Melissa Leone
My Secret

16,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-163-5
World rights (except Polish, Russian, 
Czech, Hungarian) available.
1st edition 2010

Werner Krag
Why am I actually not happy?

9.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-244-1
World rights (except Japanese) available.
5th edition 2011

Dr. med vet. Jutta Ziegler
Dogs live longer....
Black book of veterina-
rians 

17.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-234-2
World rights available.
4th edition 2011
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Christian Gruening
Learning Success Guarenteed

16.99 €
ISBN 978-3-940166-06-7
World rights (except Estonian, Korean, 
Croatian, Polish, Russian, Chinese lan-
guage, Taiwanese and Hungarian) 
available.

Oliver Fritsch | Michaela Lang
The Anti-Burnout Book 

14.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-251-9
World Rights available.

Kurt Tepperwein
The Message of your Body 

14.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-260-1
World rights (except Czech) 
language available.

Kurt Tepperwein
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Christian Gruening
Visual Reading 

16.99 €
ISBN 978-3-981093-61-2
World rights (except Korean, 
Croatian, Polish and Russian) 
available.

Gabriela Friedrich 
Don´t Change your Partner, 
change yourself!

16.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-236-6
World Rights available.

Katja Schneidt
You do not own me!

16.99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-263-2
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